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ARRANGEMENT OF CIRCUITS IN PIXELS, 
EACH CIRCUIT SHARED BY A PLURALITY 

OF PIXELS, IN IMAGE SENSING 
APPARATUS 

2 
photoelectric conversion elements and a common circuit 
shared by the plurality of photoelectric conversion elements, 
arranged in either one or two dimensions, wherein the 
plurality of photoelectric conversion elements are arranged 

5 at a predetermined interval. 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION The first object is also attained by providing an image 

sensing apparatus having a plurality of unit cells, each 
including a plurality of photoelectric conversion elements 
and a common circuit shared by the plurality of photoelec-

The present invention relates to an image sensing appa
ratus in which a plurality of pixels share a common circuit 
and an image sensing system using the apparatus. 

Conventionally, as an image sensing apparatus using a 
gain cell, or an active pixel sensor (APS), there are image 
sensing apparatuses utilizing MOS FET, JFET, bipolar tran
sistor. 

10 tric conversion elements, arranged in two dimensions, 
wherein photoelectric conversion elements, out of the plu
rality of photoelectric conversion elements, which are cov
ered by a color filter that contributes mostly to forming a 
luminance signal are arranged in a same interval both in the 

These image sensing apparatuses amplify photo-charges 
generated by photodiodes, that are photoelectric conversion 
elements, by various methods, then output the amplified 
photo-charge signals as image information. Since an ampli
fier for amplifying photo-charge exists in each pixel, the 
pixel is called a gain cell or an APS. 

15 horizontal and vertical directions by arranging adjoining 
rows or columns of photoelectric conversion elements 
shifted from each other. 

Further, the first object is also attained by providing an 
image sensing apparatus having a plurality of unit cells, each 

20 including a plurality of photoelectric conversion elements 
and a common circuit shared by the plurality of photoelec
tric conversion elements, arranged in either one or two 
dimensions, characterized by comprising adjustment means 

An APS includes an amplifier and its controller in each 
pixel, therefore, the percentage of an area reserved for the 
photoelectric conversion element in a pixel ( area ratio) or 
area where light incidents in a pixel (aperture) tends to be 
small. This may cause deterioration of the dynamic range, 25 

sensitivity, and the SIN ratio of an image sensing apparatus. 
As described above, when an amplifier is provided in each 

pixel, as shown in FIG. 40, the aperture decreases. To 
prevent the decrease in the area or the aperture caused by the 
amplifier, methods of sharing an amplifier by a plurality of 30 

pixels, as disclosed in the Japanese Patent Application 
Laid-Open Nos. 63-100879 and 9-46596, have been pro
posed. 

FIGS. 41 and 42 illustrate configurations shown in the 
above documents. Referring to FIGS. 41 and 42, reference 35 

PDl to PD4 denote photodiodes as photoelectric conversion 
elements; M=1 to Mrx4 are MOS transistors for transferring 
photo-charges generated by the photodiodes PDl to PD4; 
MREs is a MOS transistor for resetting the MOS transistors 
Mrx1 to M=4 ; and MsF and MsEL are MOS transistors 40 

configuring an amplifier (source follower). MsEL also func
tions as a selection switch for selecting a pixel. 

However, in the Japanese Patent Application Laid-Open 
Nos. 63-100879 and 9-46596, no practical layout of the 
foregoing elements on a chip when a plurality of pixels share 45 

a single amplifier is discussed. 

for adjusting centers of mass of light-receiving areas of the 
plurality of photoelectric conversion elements provided in a 
central portion of the image sensing apparatus, so as to be 
apart at a same spatial interval. 

Furthermore, the first object is also attained by providing 
an image sensing apparatus having a plurality of unit cells, 
each including a plurality of photoelectric conversion ele
ments and a common circuit shared by the plurality of 
photoelectric conversion elements, arranged in either one or 
two dimensions, characterized by comprising adjustment 
means for adjusting centers of mass of light-receiving areas 
of photoelectric conversion elements selected from the plu
rality of photoelectric conversion elements, provided in a 
central portion of the image sensing apparatus, on the basis 
of a predetermined condition, so as to be apart at a same 
spatial interval. 

Further, to achieve the second object of the present 
invention, noise reading means for reading a noise of the 
common circuit; first signal reading means for reading a first 
signal through the common circuit; second signal reading 
means for reading a second signal through the common 
circuit; and noise reduction means for reducing the noise 
from the first and second signals are further provided. 

Further, there is no description about a layout in a case 
where an amplifier, shared by a plurality of pixels, is 
replaced by another unit. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Alternatively, noise reading means for reading a noise of 
the common circuit; signal reading means for reading a 
plurality of signals through the common circuit; and noise 

50 reduction means for reducing the noise from the plurality of 
signals are further provided. 

The present invention has been made in consideration of 
the above situation, and has as its first object to provide an 
image sensing apparatus, in which a common circuit, such as 
an amplifier, is shared by a plurality of pixels, achieving 
good performance without deterioration in resolution. 

Further, it is the second object of the present invention to 
provide an image sensing apparatus having a noise reduction 
system, preferably used in the image sensing apparatus, in 
which a common circuit is shared by a plurality of pixels. 

It is the third object of the present invention to provide an 
image sensing system using the foregoing image sensing 
apparatuses as a sensor unit. 

Further, the third object of the present invention is 
achieved by providing an image sensing system having the 
image sensing apparatus as described above, a lens system 

55 for forming an image on the image sensing apparatus, and a 
signal processing circuit for processing an output signal 
from the image sensing apparatus. 

Other features and advantages of the present invention 
will be apparent from the following description taken in 

60 conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which like 
reference characters designate the same or similar parts 
throughout the FIG. 5res thereof. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
According to the present invention, the foregoing first 65 

object is attained by providing an image sensing apparatus 
having a plurality of unit cells, each including a plurality of 

The accompanying drawings, which are incorporated in 
and constitute a part of the specification, illustrate embodi-
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ments of the invention and, together with the description, 
serve to explain the principles of the invention. 

4 
FIG. 24 is another practical pattern layout of four photo

diodes and an amplifier according to the third embodiment 
of the present invention; FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration of 

the image sensing system according to an embodiment of the 
present invention; 

FIG. 25 is an explanatory view for explaining a variation 
5 of a layout; 

FIG. 2A shows a layout of amplifiers in pixels according 
to a first embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 2B shows another layout of amplifiers in pixels 
according to the first embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 3 shows a practical pattern layout of two photo- 10 

diodes and an amplifier according to the first embodiment of 
the present invention; 

FIG. 4 is a brief view of FIG. 3 from which a part of lines 
are omitted; 

FIG. 5 shows another practical pattern layout of two 15 

photodiodes and an amplifier according to the first embodi
ment of the present invention; 

FIG. 26 shows a practical pattern layout according to the 
third embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 27 shows another layout of light-receiving areas 
according to the third embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 28 shows another practical pattern layout of four 
photodiodes and an amplifier according to the third embodi
ment of the present invention; 

FIG. 29 is an example when on-chip lens according to the 
third embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 30 is a circuit diagram of a unit cell of a CMOS 
sensor having the aforesaid configurations according to the 
third embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 6 is a brief view of FIG. 5 from which a part of lines 
are omitted; 

FIG. 7 is an enlarged view showing vicinity of a floating 
diffusion portion according to the first embodiment of the 
present invention; 

FIG. 31 is a circuit diagram of the image sensing appa
ratus including a signal processing unit according to the 

20 third embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 8 is an enlarged view showing vicinity of the floating 
diffusion portion according to the first embodiment of the 

25 
present invention; 

FIG. 32 is a timing chart for operating an image sensing 
apparatus according to the third embodiment of the present 
invention; 

FIG. 33 is a circuit diagram of an image sensing apparatus 
including the signal processing unit according to a first 
modification of the third embodiment of the present inven
tion; 

FIG. 9 is a circuit diagram of a unit cell of a CMOS sensor 
in which two photodiodes share one amplifier according to 
the first embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 10 is a circuit diagram of the image sensing appa- 30 
ratus including a signal processing circuit according to the 
first embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 34 is a circuit diagram of an image sensing apparatus 
including a signal processing unit according to a second 
modification of the third embodiment of the present inven
tion; 

FIG. 35 is a timing chart for operating the image sensing 
apparatus shown in FIG. 34 according to the second modi
fication of the third embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 11 is a timing chart for operating an image sensing 
apparatus according to the first and second embodiments of 
the present invention; 

FIG. 12 is a timing chart for operating the apparatus 
according to the first and second embodiments of the present 
invention; 

FIG. 13 shows a layout of common circuits in pixels 
according to the second embodiment of the present inven
tion; 

FIG. 14 shows another layout of common circuits in 
pixels according to the second embodiment of the present 
invention; 

FIG. 15 is a practical pattern layout of the common 
circuits each shared by two photodiodes according to the 
second embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 16 is a circuit diagram of the image sensing appa
ratus including a signal processing circuit according to the 
second embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 17 is a circuit diagram of a unit cell configured with 
a common circuit and photodiodes according to the second 
embodiment of the present invention; 

35 FIG. 36 is a timing chart during a vertical blanking period 
according to the second configuration of the third embodi
ment of the present invention; 

FIG. 37 shows a configuration of a common circuit 

40 
according to a fourth embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 38 is a circuit diagram of a unit cell of another image 
sensor to which the present invention is applied; 

FIG. 39 is a circuit diagram of a configuration of an 
amplifier shared by four photodiodes according to an 

45 
embodiment of the present invention; 

50 

FIG. 40 shows a conventional layout of amplifiers in 
pixels; 

FIG. 41 is a circuit diagram of a conventional configu
ration; 

FIG. 42 is a circuit diagram of another conventional 
configuration; 

FIG. 43 shows a layout of common circuits in pixels when 
each common circuit is shared by two pixels; 

FIG. 18 is an explanatory view for explaining a signal 
55 

processing circuit; 

FIG. 44 shows a practical pattern layout of two photo
diodes and an amplifier shown in FIG. 43; 

FIG. 19 is a layout of amplifiers in pixels according to a 
third embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 20 is another layout of amplifiers in pixels according 
to the third embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 21 is another layout of amplifiers in pixels according 
to the third embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 22 is another layout of amplifiers in pixels according 
to the third embodiment of the present invention; 

FIGS. 45A and 45B shows color filter arrangements; 
FIG. 46 is a layout of common circuits in pixels when 

each common circuit is shared by four pixels; and 
FIG. 47 shows a practical pattern layout of four photo-

60 diodes and an amplifier. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

FIG. 23 is a practical pattern layout of four photodiodes 65 

and an amplifier according to the third embodiment of the 
Preferred embodiments of the present invention will be 

described in detail below in accordance with the accompa
nying drawings. present invention; 
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<Possible Arrangements of Pixels and Common Circuit> 
First, possible arrangements of a plurality of pixels and a 

common circuit, shared by the pixels, based on the disclo
sure of the Japanese Patent Application Laid-Open Nos. 
63-100879 and 9-46596, are described below. In the follow- 5 

ing explanation, an amplifier is used as an example of the 
common circuit in an image sensing apparatus. 

FIG. 43 shows an example of a layout of common circuits 
in pixels, when each common circuit is shared by two pixels. 

6 
to each color is minimized. In this case, however, the color 
arrangement is strictly limited. 

Further, if the Bayer filter as shown in FIG. 45A is used, 
intervals between pixels corresponding to green ( G) filter, 
which contributes most to luminance (Y) signals that the 
human eye is most sensitive to, are not equal. More spe-
cifically, considering the positions of the photodiodes, e.g., 
a12, a23, and a32 corresponding to the green filter, the 
distance between the photodiodes a12 and a23 in the column 
direction is different from the distance between the photo
diodes a23 and a32 in the column direction. Thus, the filter 
arrangement causes different intervals between pixels cor
responding to green filter, resulting in a moire problem; 
therefore, the quality of an obtained image is not good. 

Next, referring to FIG. 46, an example of a layout of 
common circuits in pixels when each common circuit is 
shared by four pixels, is explained. 

In this case, an amplifier, i.e., the common circuit, is 
shared by adjoining four pixels in two rows and two columns 

In FIG. 43, a case where each amplifier, as the common 10 

circuit, is shared by two pixels in two rows is shown, and, 
more specifically, each amplifier 204 is arranged between 
two photodiodes 203 above and below the row of the 
amplifiers 204 (such as, pairs of photodiodes a11 and a21 , a42 

and a22, a31 and a41 , a32 and a42, and so on). Note, a 15 

photodiode 203, which is a photoelectric conversion ele
ment, and one half of the amplifier 204 configure a pixel. 
Reference numeral 201 indicates a unit cell repeated in the 
column direction, and reference numeral 202 indicates the 
unit cell repeated in the row direction. 20 (2x2), and each amplifier 174 is surrounded by four photo

diodes 173 (such as 2x2 photodiodes bw bw b21 , and b22, 

and b31 b32, b41 , and b42). In FIG. 46, reference numeral 171 
indicates a unit cell repeated in the column direction, and 

FIG. 44 shows a practical pattern layout of two photo
diodes and an amplifier (a signal unit cell). The image 
sensing apparatus is a CMOS sensor, in this case. 

Referring to FIG. 44, reference numeral 221 denotes the 
unit cell (area surrounded by a dash line), which are referred 25 

to by reference numerals 201 and 202 in FIG. 43, having a 
size of two pixels, and repeatedly arranged in both the row 
and column directions. Light incidents on photodiodes 222a 
and 222b ( areas surrounded by bold lines, correspond to the 
photodiode pairs a11 and a21 , a12 and a22, a31 and a41 , a32 and 30 

a42, and so on, shown in FIG. 43) is converted into electrical 
charges (photo-charges), and accumulated within the pho
todiodes 222a and 222b. The accumulated photo-charges are 
respectively transferred to a floating diffusion portion 225 
( also surrounded by a bold line) via a transfer gate 223 for 35 

an odd row and a transfer gate 224 for an even row, further 
transferred to the gate (floating gate) 226 of a MOS-type 
amplifier, which is the amplifier 204. Current flowing 
through the MOS-type amplifier is modulated, and the 
output current is taken out from the pixel array via a vertical 40 

signal line 227. 
X-Y addressing of the two dimensional pixel array, as 

shown in FIG. 43, in the image sensing apparatus is realized 
by the vertical signal line 227, an odd-row scanning line 228, 
an even-row scanning line 229, and a row selection line 230. 45 

In addition, a power line 231 for supplying electric power 
V DD and a reset line 232 for resetting the floating diffusion 
portion 225 and the gate 226 to a predetermined voltage are 
also arranged in the horizontal direction. 

The lines 228 to 232 are arranged above the wiring of the 50 

unit cells, and the lines are basically wide. The area under 
these five opaque lines 228 to 232 does not receive light, 
therefore, the amplifier 204 is arranged under the lines 228 
to 232. For the above reason, the two photodiodes sharing 
the amplifier are considered to be arranged on the upper and 55 

lower sides of the amplifier. 
With this layout, however, since the centers of mass (CM) 

of the photodiodes are not equal, as seen in FIG. 43, the 
following problems arise. 

reference numeral 172 indicates the unit cell repeated in the 
row direction. 

FIG. 47 shows a practical pattern layout of four photo
diodes and an amplifier. The image sensing apparatus is a 
CMOS sensor in this case, too. 

Referring to FIG. 47, reference numeral 181 denotes the 
unit cell (area surrounded by a dash line), which is referred 
to by reference numerals 171 and 172 in FIG. 46, having a 
size of four pixels, and repeatedly arranged in both the row 
and column directions. Light incidents on photodiodes 182a 
to 182d ( correspond to either one of groups of the photo-
diodes, b11 , b12, b21 , and b22, and b31 , b32, b41 , and b42 

shown in FIG. 46) is converted into electrical charges 
(photo-charges), and accumulated within the photodiodes 
182a to 182d. The accumulated charges are respectively 
transferred to a floating diffusion portion 185 via transfer 
gates 183a to 183d, respectively, further transferred to the 
gate 186 of a MOS-type amplifier, which is the amplifier 
174. Current flowing through the MOS-type amplifier is 
modulated, and the output current is taken out from the pixel 
array via a vertical signal line 187. 

X-Y addressing of the two dimensional pixel array, as 
shown in FIG. 46, in the image sensing apparatus is realized 
by the vertical signal line 187, scanning lines 188a to 188d, 
and a row selection line 190. In addition, a power line 191 
for supplying electric power V DD is arranged in the column 
direction, and a reset line 192 for resetting the floating 
diffusion portion 185 and the gate 186 to a predetermined 
voltage are arranged in the horizontal direction. 

The lines 188 to 192 are arranged above the wiring of the 
unit cells, and the lines are basically wide. The area under 
these six opaque lines 188 to 192 does not receive light, 
therefore, the amplifier 174 is arranged under the lines 188 
to 182. For the above reason, the four photodiodes sharing 
the amplifier are considered to be arranged around the 
amplifier. 

With this layout, however, since the intervals between the 
centers of mass (CM) of photodiodes are not equal, as seen 
in FIG. 46, the following problem arises. 

First, if the pixel array outputs signals of a single color, 60 

since spatial frequency and resolution are different in one 
part from the other, the resolution deteriorates, and more
over, moire appears. If the pixel array outputs signals of a single color, since 

spatial frequency and resolution are different in one part 
65 from another, the resolution deteriorates, and moreover, 

moire appears. The moire is a serious problem, and an image 
sensing apparatus with a moire problem does not sell on the 

It is possible to cover the pixel array with a color filter 
whose color arrangement is as shown in FIG. 45A or 45B. 
In designing the color filter, colors may be arranged so that 
difference between intervals between pixels corresponding 
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[Layout 1] market. This can be said for any image sensing apparatus 
having a configuration in which any number of pixels share 
a single common circuit. 

Accordingly, the inventors of the present application have 
developed image sensing apparatuses having improved 
arrangements of pixels and circuits shared by a plurality of 
pixels. 

FIG. 3 shows a practical pattern layout of two photo
diodes and an amplifier in the CMOS sensor 22, and FIG. 4 
is a brief view of FIG. 3 from which a part of lines are 

5 omitted. 
The CMOS sensor, as shown in FIG. 3, is formed on a 

singlecrystalline silicon substrate based on a layout rule 0.4 
µm. Each pixel is a square, 8 µm each side, and a source 
follower amplifier, as the amplifier 12, is shared by two The image sensing apparatuses will be described below in 

detail. 

<Basic Configuration of Image Sensing Apparatus> 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration of 
the image sensing apparatus according to an embodiment of 
the present invention. 

10 adjoining pixels arranged in the column direction. There
fore, the size of a unit cell 31, shown by a dash line and is 
referred to by reference numerals 13 and 14 in FIG. 2A, is 
8 µmxl6 µm. A plurality of unit cells 31 are arranged in two 
dimensions. 

15 
As shown in FIG. 1, light incoming through an optical 

system 21 forms an optical image on a CMOS sensor 22, and 
converted into electric charges by a pixel array arranged on 
the CMOS sensor. The photo-charges are further converted, 
processed and outputted by a signal processing circuit 23 in 20 

a predetermined method. The processed signals are recorded 
on an information storage medium or outputted by a record
ing/transmission system 24. The recorded or transmitted 
information is retrieved by a retrieving system 27. The 
CMOS sensor 22 and the signal processing circuit 23 are 25 

controlled by a timing controller 25, and the optical system 
21, the timing controller 25, the recording/transmission 
system 24, and the retrieving system 27 are controlled by a 
system controller 26. 

Next, the CMOS sensor 22 according to the present 30 

invention will be described in detail. 

First Embodiment 

The photodiodes 32a and 32b, i.e., the photoelectric 
conversion elements, are formed on the right portion of 
respective pixels, and the shapes of the photodiodes 32a and 
32b are almost mirror images. Further, the photodiodes 32a 
and 32b are designed so that the center of masses (CM) of 
light-receiving areas of the photodiodes 32a and 32b are 
located at a substantially identical position of each pixel. In 
FIG. 3, the areas of the photodiodes 32a and 32b, and the 
area of a floating diffusion (FD) portion 35 are shown by 
bold lines. Further, in FIG. 3, reference numeral 38 denotes 
an odd-row scanning line for controlling each transfer gate 
33 in an odd-number row; 39, an even-row scanning line for 
controlling each transfer gate 34 in an even-number row; 40, 
a row selection line; and 42, a reset line for controlling the 
gate 43 of a MOS transistor. In FIG. 4, the lines 38 to 42 are 
not shown. 

Photo-charges accumulated in the photodiodes 32a and 
32b are transferred to the FD portion 35 via the transfer gate 
33 for the odd-number row and the transfer gate 34 for the 
even-number row. The size of the both transfer gates 33 and 

FIG. 2A shows a layout of amplifiers 12 in pixels when 
each amplifier 12 is shared by two pixels adjoining in the 
column direction, and FIG. 2B shows a layout of amplifiers 
12 in pixels when each amplifier 12 is shared by two pixels 
adjoining in the row direction. 

35 34 is L=0.4 µm, W=l.0 µm (Lis a channel length and Wis 
a channel width). The FD portion 35 is connected to the gate 
36 of a source follower via an aluminum (Al) wire having a 
width of 0.4 µm, and the photo-charge transferred to the FD 
portion 35 modulates the gate voltage of the gate 36. The 

40 size of the MOS transistor of the gate 36 is L=0.8 µm, W=l.0 
µm, and the total capacitance of the FD portion 35 and the 
gate 36 is about 5 fF. Since Q=CV; the gate voltage of the 
gate 36 changes by 3.2 volts in response to the transference 

In FIG. 2A, two photoelectric conversion elements 11 
(such as, pairs of the elements P 11 , and P 21, P 31 and P 41, P 12 
and P 22, P 32 and P 42, and so on) sharing one amplifier 12 are 
arranged next to each other in the column direction, and the 
amplifier 12 is arranged along the adjoining pixels. In this 

45 
manner, intervals between the centers of mass of the pho
toelectric conversion elements 11 ( e.g., P 11, P 21, P 31, P 41, 

of 105 electrons. 
Current flowing in from a V DD terminal 41 is modulated 

by the MOS transistor of the gate 36, and transferred to a 
vertical signal line 37. Current flowing through the vertical 
signal line 37 is processed by a signal processing circuit (not 
shown) and formed into image information. 

P 12, P 22, P 32, P 42) in both the row and column directions 
become equal. Reference numeral 13 indicates a unit cell 
repeated in the column direction, and reference numeral 14 

50 
indicates the unit cell repeated in the row direction. 

Thereafter, in order to set the potentials of the photodiodes 
32a and 32b, the FD portion 35, and the gate 36 to the 
predetermined potential V DD, the gate 43 of the MOS 
transistor connected to the reset line 42 is opened ( at this 
time, the transfer gate 33 for the add-number row and the 

Further, in FIG. 2B, two photoelectric conversion ele
ments 11 (such as, pairs of the elements P 11 and P 12, P 13 and 
P14, P21 and P22, P23 and P24, P31 and P32, P33 and P34, and 
so on) sharing one amplifier 12 are arranged next to each 
other in the row direction, and the amplifier 12 is arranged 
along the adjoining pixels. In this manner, intervals between 
the centers of mass of the photoelectric conversion elements 
11 (P11, P12, P13, P14, P21, P22, P23, P24, P31, P32, P33, P34) 
in both the row and column directions also become equal. 
Reference numeral 15 indicates a unit cell repeated in the 
column direction, and reference numeral 16 indicates the 
unit cell repeated in the row direction. 

In the first embodiment, the number, N, of photoelectric 
conversion elements 11 sharing each amplifier 12 is two 
(N=2), however, the number N may be an arbitrary number 
greater than 2. 

55 transfer gate 34 for the even-number row are also opened), 
thereby the photodiodes 32a and 32b, the FD portion 35, and 
the gate 36 are electrically connected to the V DD terminal 41. 

Thereafter, the transfer gates 35 and 36 are closed, thereby 
the accumulation of photo-charges in the photodiodes 32a 

60 and 32b start again. 
The total number of the lines arranged in each unit cell in 

the horizontal direction is four, specifically, the odd-row 
scanning line 38, the even-row scanning line 39, the row 
selection line 40, and the reset line 42. The four lines are 

65 arranged in such a manner that two lines each are arranged 
on the upper and lower ends of each pixel, as shown in FIG. 
3. 
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Since these lines are thick wires and provided over pixels, 
as described above, an increase in the number of lines results 
in an increase in area which can not receive light, which 
reduces aperture. Further, if the number of lines provided 
over a row is different from the number of lines arranged 
over another row, such that two lines in one row and three 
lines in the other row, the apertures and the centers of mass 
of photodiodes adjoining in the column direction become 
different in one row from the other. 

10 
in an image sensing apparatus having a configuration, as 
described above, in which a plurality of pixels share an 
amplifier. 

The noise reduction operation is explained with reference 
5 to FIGS. 9 and 10. 

FIG. 9 shows a circuit configuration of a unit cell of a 
CMOS sensor in which two photoelectric conversion ele
ments share one amplifier. Referring to FIG. 9, PDl and PD2 
denote photodiodes as photoelectric conversion elements; 
M=1 and MrX2, MOS transistors for transferring photo
charges accumulated in the photodiodes PDl and PD2 to an 
FD portion; MREs, a MOS transistor for resetting the FD 
portion; and MsF and MsEv MOS transistors configuring a 
source follower. The MOS transistor MsEL also functions as 

In layout 1, the power supply voltage V DD is provided to 10 

every pixel by connecting a power supply (not shown) with 
each pixel via a metal light-shield layer (not shown), 
arranged on the top layer of the CMOS sensor, and the V DD 

terminal 41, formed as a through hole, in order to avoid the 
problem described in the previous paragraph. 15 a selection switch for selecting a photodiode. 

With the layout 1 as described above, it is possible to 
provide a CMOS sensor having a plurality of pixels, 
arranged in the same interval from each other, which have 
relatively high area ratio or high aperture. 

First, reset operation is performed by turning on the MOS 
transistor MREs, then, noise signal is read out from the MOS 
transistors MsF and MsEL configuring the source follower. 

It should be noted that the area ratio or aperture may be 20 

further increased by using known on-chip convex lenses, for 

Next, photo-charge accumulated in the photodiode PDl is 
transferred to the gate of the MOS transistor MsF via the 
MOS transistor M=1 , then read out as a first signal via the 

instance. 
Further, the metal layer used for supplying the power 

supply voltage V DD is not limited to a light-shield film, and 
may be an electrode material used for forming capacitor, for 
instance, placed over the entire pixel. 

[Layout 2] 

MOS transistors MsF and MsEL· Thereafter, reset operation 
is performed again, and photo-charge accumulated in the 
photodiode PD2 is transferred to the gate of the MOS 

25 transistor MsF via the MOS transistor MrX2, then read out as 
a second signal via the MOS transistors MsF and MsEL· 
Accordingly, the noise signal, the first signal, and the second 
signal are obtained, and, by subtracting the noise signal from 

FIG. 5 shows another practical pattern layout of two 
photodiodes and an amplifier in the CMOS sensor 22, and 30 

FIG. 6 is a brief view of FIG. 5 from which several lines are 

the first and second signals, a signal corresponding to the 
photodiode PDl without the noise component as well as a 
signal corresponding the photodiode PD2 without the noise 
component are obtained. 

omitted. Further, FIGS. 7 and 8 are enlarged views showing 
vicinity of an FD portion. Specifically, FIG. 7 is a view when 
a wire over a gate 54 is omitted, and FIG. 8 is a view when 
a wire is provided-over the gate 54. 

Referring to FIGS. 6 to 8, the areas of photodiodes 52a 
and 52b, and an FD portion 55 are shown by bold lines. The 
layout 2 also shows a case where two adjoining pixels share 
a single amplifier, similarly to the layout 1, but the two 
adjoining pixels are arranged in the row direction. The 
centers of mass of the two adjoining photodiodes are located 
at a substantially same position of the each photodiode. 

Further, it is possible to add the photo-charge signal 

35 
corresponding to the photodiode PDl and the photo-charge 
signal corresponding to the photodiode PD2 by transferring 
photo-charge accumulated in the photodiode PD2 to the gate 
of the MOS transistor MsF while photo-charge accumulated 
in the photodiode PDl is kept at the gate of the MOS 

40 
transistor MsF by changing operation timing. 

Next, the image sensing apparatus including a signal 
processing circuit according to the first embodiment will be 
explained below. FIG. 10 shows an equivalent circuit of the 
image sensing apparatus including the signal processing 

45 circuit according to the first embodiment, and FIGS. 11 and 
12 are timing charts for operating the apparatus. 

Referring to FIGS. 5 and 6, reference numerals 52a and 
52b are the photodiodes; 53, a transfer gate for an odd
number column; 54, a transfer gate for an even-number 
column; 55, the FD portion; 56, the gate of a source 
follower; 57, a vertical signal line; 58, an odd-column 
scanning line for controlling the transfer gate 53 in an 
odd-number column; 59, an even-column scanning line for 
controlling the transfer gate 54 in an even-number column; 50 

60, a row selection line; and 62, a reset line for controlling 
the gate 63 of a MOS transistor. Note, a wire connecting the 
gate 56 of the source follower and the FD portion 55 crosses 
over the gate 54 as shown in FIG. 8. 

Referring to FIGS. 10 and 11, vertical scanning operation 
is initiated in response to the pulse, which indicates a 
vertical blanking period, of a signal cp V 1 or cp V 2 . First, a 
signal cpTXRo-i which is applied to the reset line 62 of the 
first row is activated during a horizontal blanking period 
(i.e., when a signal cpHBL is high), and signals <jJTXRo-i (i is 
a row number. Below, the last part of the subscript, -i, is 
omitted.) for subsequent lines are activated in the same 

55 manner. Accordingly, all the pixels in every row are reset to 
the reset potential V DD· 

In layout 2, the area ratio or the aperture is improved 
comparing to the layout 1 in which sharing an amplifier with 
two pixels adjoining in the column direction. Accordingly, a 
CMOS sensor of wide dynamic range, high sensitivity, and 
high SIN ratio is realized. 

In layout 2, necessary four lines are arranged, and a power 
supply line 61 for providing a voltage V DD is arranged in the 
column direction on the side of photodiodes opposite to the 
side of the vertical signal line 57. 

[Noise Reduction] 

The inventors of the present application also have devel
oped a signal read circuit, for reducing noise, suitably used 

In each horizontal blanking period, during a period T1 , a 
signal cpL becomes high and a transistor 81, connected to the 
vertical signal line 57, is turned on and the vertical signal 

60 line 57 is reset. Simultaneously, signals cpTN, cpT51 and cpT52 

also become high, and transistors 82-1, 82-2, and 82-3 are 
turned on. Accordingly the upstream part of transistors for 
reading signals, 84-1, 84-2, and 84-3, and capacitors 83-1, 
83-2, and 83-3 (CrN, Cr51 , Cr52) are electrically connected 

65 to the vertical signal line 57, and reset. Accordingly, residual 
charges in the capacitors 83-1, 83-2, and 83-3, for instance, 
are removed. 
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Thereafter, in a period T2 , the signal cpTXRo to be applied 
12 

from a differential amplifier 87-2. Note that accumulation of 
photo-charges in the photodiodes is also performed during 
the period T 7 . 

In a case where the signal cpTXRo to be applied to the reset 

to the reset line 62 is changed to high, and the floating gate, 
which is the gate of the source follower amplifier configured 
with the MOS transistors MsF and MsEL in each unit cell, is 
reset to the voltage V DD· 

Then, in a period T 3 , a signal cpRV becomes high and a 
transistor 80 for grounding, connected to the vertical signal 
line 57, is turned on, and the vertical signal line 57 is 
grounded. Simultaneously, the signal cpT N is changed to high 
in order to connect the capacitor 83-1 (CrN) for storing a 
noise component to the vertical signal line 57, and the 
transistor 82-1 is turned on. At this time, a signal cpS0 to be 
applied to the row selection line 60 is high, and current 
corresponding to the potential ( about V DD) at the floating 
gate of the MOS transistor MsF flows from the V DD terminal 
41 to the capacitor 83-1 (CrN), thereby the capacitor 83-1 
(CrN) stores charge corresponding to the noise component. 

5 line 62 between the period T 5 and the period T 6 is not 
changed to high and reset operation is not performed, 
photo-charge generated by the photodiode PD2 in an even
number column is transferred to the floating gate of the MOS 
transistor MsF where photo-charge generated by the photo-

10 diode PDl remains; accordingly, a signal of the photodiode 
PDl in the odd-number column and a signal of the photo
diode PD2 in the even-number row are stored in the capaci
tor 83-3 (Cr52) via the vertical signal line 57. Therefore, a 
noise component, a signal corresponding to one photodiode 

Next, in a period T4 , a signal cpTX00 applied to the 
odd-column scanning line 58 is changed to high, in turn, the 
transfer gate (MOS transistor M=1 , in this case) in an 
odd-number column is turned on, and photo-charge accu
mulated in the photodiode PDl is transferred to the floating 
gate of the MOS transistor Msp- The capacitor 83-1 (CrN) 

15 (single signal component), and a signal corresponding to 
two photodiodes ( double signal component) are stored in the 
capacitors 83-1 to 83-3 (CrN, Cr51 , Cr52). Then, the noise 
component, the single signal component, and the double 
signal component are outputted to the amplifiers 86-1 to 

for storing the noise component is disconnected from the 
vertical signal line 57 when the signal cpT N becomes low, and 
the capacitor 83-2 ( Crsi for storing a photo-charge signal is 
connected, in turn, when the signal cpT51 is changed to high. 
Thus, charge accumulated in the photodiode PDl, for 
instance, in an odd-number column is stored in the capacitor 
83-2 ( Cr51 ) via the vertical signal line 57. 

20 86-3 during the period T 7 . Thereafter, the noise component 
is subtracted from the single signal component by the 
differential amplifier 87-1 and a signal Sl is outputted. 
Similarly, the noise component is subtracted from the double 
signal component by the differential amplifier 87-2 and a 

25 signal S2 is outputted. 
Further, the first embodiment of the present invention is 

not limited to two-dimensional array, and capable of apply
ing to an one-dimensional line sensor. 

According to the first embodiment as described above, it 

Next, in a period T 5, the signal cpL becomes high, and only 
the vertical signal line 57 is reset. Since the signals cpS0 , 

<jJTN, <jJT51 and cpT52, are low, other portions are not reset, and 
their states are preserved. 

30 is possible to realize a high precision image sensor without 
causing deterioration of performance, such as deterioration 
of resolution and generation of moire, for instance. In 
addition, yield of image sensing apparatus becomes high. 

Next, the signal cpTXRo applied to the reset line 62 is 
changed to high between periods T 5 and T 6 , and the gate of 
the source follower amplifier (i.e., the gate of MOS transis
tor MsF) is reset to the potential V DD· 

35 

In the period T6 , a signal cpTX0 e applied to the even- 40 
column scanning line 59 is changed to high, and photo
charge accumulated in the photodiode PD2 in an even
number column is transferred to the floating gate of the MOS 
transistor Msp- At this time, the signal cpT52 is changed to 
high, thus the capacitor 83-3 (Cr52) for storing another 45 
photo-charge signal is electrically connected to the vertical 
signal line 57, and photo-charge accumulated in the photo
diode PD2, for instance, in an even-number column is stored 
in the capacitor 83-3 ( Cr52) via the vertical signal line 57. 

In the aforesaid manner, charges corresponding to the 50 

noise component, a first signal, and a second signal are 
respectively stored in the capacitors 83-1, 83-2, and 83-3 
(CTN, Crs1 , Cr52) by each column for a row. 

Next, in a period T7 , in order to sequentially transfer the 
charges stored in the capacitors 83-1, 83-2, and 83-3 (CrN, 55 

Cr51 , Cr52) to amplifiers 86-1 to 86-3, respectively, a 
horizontal scanning signal cpHn is changed to high for each 
columns controlled by a horizontal shift register 71, and 
transistors 84-1 to 84-3, provided for each column, are 
turned on; thereby the capacitors 83-1 to 83-3 (CrN, Cr51 , 60 

Cr52) are connected to the respective amplifiers 86-1 to 
86-3. From the capacitors 83-1 to 83-3 (CrN, Crs1 , Cr52), the 
noise component, the first signal, and the second signal are 
outputted, and from a differential amplifier 87-1, a signal Sl 
obtained by subtracting the noise component from the first 65 

signal is outputted, and a signal S2 obtained by subtracting 
the noise component from the second signal is outputted 

Second Embodiment 

Next, the second embodiment of the present invention 
will be explained. 

FIGS. 13 and 14 show other layouts of amplifiers 12, as 
common circuits, and photodiodes 11 when each amplifier 
12 is shared by two photodiodes 11. 

As shown in FIG. 13, the photodiodes 11 are arranged so 
that adjoining rows are shifted from each other by one half 
pitch. In odd-number rows, pixels covered by green (G) 
filter (referred to as "G pixel" hereinafter), which contribute 
mainly to a luminance (Y) signal, are respectively set across 
the amplifiers from pixels covered by red (R) filter (referred 
to as "R pixel" hereinafter), which contribute to a color
difference signal, and in even-number rows, G pixels are 
respectively set across the amplifiers from pixels covered by 
blue (B) filter (referred to as "B pixel" hereinafter), which 
also contributes to a color-difference signal. By arranging 
the G pixels in adjoining rows, shifted by one and half 
pitches in the row direction, intervals between G pixels in 
the row direction becomes the same, further, intervals 
between the G pixels in the column direction also become 
the same. Accordingly problem of moire is solved, and a 
sensed image does not look deteriorated. 

Further, FIG. 14 shows an example when photodiodes 11 
are arranged so that adjoining columns are shifted from each 
other by one half pitch. 

Next, FIG. 15 shows a practical pattern layout of two 
photodiodes and an amplifier, as the common circuit, shared 
by the two photodiodes 11 arranged on right and left sides 
of the amplifier 12, as shown in FIG. 13. 

The CMOS sensor, as shown in FIG. 15, is formed on a 
singlecrystalline silicon substrate. Each pixel is a square, 8 
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µm each side, shown by a dash line 341. As described above, 
plural pairs of photodiodes are arranged in a two-dimen
sional array. Between each pair of two photodiodes, the 
common circuit is arranged. A photodiode covered by G 
filter ( G photodiode) is set on the left side of the common 5 

circuit, and a photodiode covered by R or B filter (RIB 
photodiode) is set on the right side of the common circuit. 
In FIG. 15, an amplifier, using MOS transistors, is used as 
the common circuit, as an example. The layout rule is 0.4 
µm, and an area, area ratio, an aperture area, and aperture 10 

ratio of a photodiode 342 as a photoelectric conversion 
element is 57.96 µM2

, 60.4%, 28.88 µm 2 and 30.1 %, respec
tively. These figures are very high comparing to conven
tional figures. 

Reference numeral 343 denotes a transfer gate for trans- 15 

ferring photo-charge from a G photodiode 342 to a floating 
diffusion (FD) portion 345 and reference numeral 344 
denotes a transfer gate for transferring photo-charge from an 
RIB photodiodes 342' also to the FD portion 345. The 
transfer gates 343 and 344 are MOS transistors, and the 20 

channel length and the channel width of each MOS transis-
tor is 0.4 µm and 1.0 µm, respectively. Reference numeral 
347 denotes a reset gate for resetting the FD portion 345 to 
a potential of a power supply voltage V DD through a terminal 
350, and reference numeral 346 denotes a gate of a MOS- 25 

type source follower amplifier. The potential of the gate 346 
changes depending upon the transferred charge, and the 
amplifier modulates current flowing in from the V DD termi
nal 350. 

The total capacitance of the FD portion 345 and the gate 30 

346 is about 10 fF, and as the area of the photodiodes 
increases, the capacitance also increases. The modulated 
current is eventually outputted to a vertical signal line 349 
via a selection gate 348 for selectively outputting the cur
rent. 35 

Further, reference numerals 351 to 354 denote scanning 
lines for applying a predetermined potential to the selection 
gate 348, the transfer gates 343 and 344, and the reset gate 
347, respectively. 

14 
transfer MOS 364 of FIG. 17, the transfer gate 344 corre
sponds to the gate of the transfer MOS 364', the reset gate 
347 corresponds to the gate of the reset MOS 363, and the 
selection gate 348 corresponds to the gate of the selection 
MOS 366. 

Next, referring to the circuit diagrams shown in FIGS. 16 
and 17, and timing charts shown in FIGS. 11 and 12, the 
noise reduction operation is explained. 

Referring to FIG. 11, vertical scanning operation is initi
ated in response to the pulse, which indicates a vertical 
blanking period, of a signal cp V 1 or cp V 2 . First, a signal 
cpTXRo-i which is applied to the reset line 354 of the first 
row is activated during a horizontal blanking period (i.e., 
when a signal cpHBL is high), and signals <jJTXRo-i (i is a row 
number. Below, the last part of the subscript, -i, is omitted.) 
for subsequent lines are applied in the same manner. Accord-
ingly, all the pixels in every row are reset to the reset 
potential V DD· 

In each horizontal blanking period, during a period T1 , a 
signal cpL becomes high, as shown in FIG. 12, and a 
transistor 81, connected to the vertical signal line 349, is 
turned on and the vertical signal line 349 is reset. Simulta
neously, signals cpTN, cpT51 and cpT52 also become high, and 
transistors 82-1, 82-2, and 82-3 are turned on. Accordingly 
wires in the upstream of transistors for reading signals, 84-1, 
84-2, and 84-3, and capacitors 83-1, 83-2, and 83-3 (CrN, 
Cr51 , Cr52) are electrically connected to the vertical signal 
line 349, and reset. Accordingly, residual charge in the 
capacitors 83-1, 83-2, and 83-3, for instance, are removed. 

Thereafter, in a period T2 , the signal cpTXRo to be applied 
to the reset line 354 is changed to high, and the floating gate, 
which is the gate of the source follower amplifier configured 
with the MOS transistors 365 and 366 in each unit cell is 
reset to the voltage V DD· 

Then, in a period T 3 , a signal cpRV becomes high and a 
transistor 80 for grounding, connected to the vertical signal 
line 349, is turned on, and the vertical signal line 349 is 
grounded. Simultaneously, the signal cpT N is changed to high 
in order to connect the capacitor 83-1 (CrN) for storing a 

[Noise Reduction] 
Next, signal processing for reducing noise preferably used 

in the above-described image sensor is explained. 
FIG. 16 is an equivalent circuit diagram according to the 

second embodiment. In FIG. 16, the same units and elements 

40 noise component to the vertical signal line 349, and the 
transistor 82-1 is turned on. At this time, a signal cpS0 to be 
applied to the row selection line 351 is high, and current 
corresponding to the potential ( about V DD) at the floating 

as those shown in FIGS. 10 and 15 are referred to by the 45 

same reference numerals. Further, FIG. 17 is an equivalent 
circuit diagram of a unit cell 374, surrounded by a dash line 

gate of the MOS transistor 365 flows from the V DD terminal 
350 to the capacitor 83-1 (CrN), thereby the capacitor 83-1 
(CrN) stores charge corresponding to the noise component. 

Next, in a period T4 , a signal cpTX00 applied to the G 
pixel scanning line 353 is changed to high, in turn, transfer 
gate (MOS transistor 364) for the G pixel is turned on, and 

in FIG. 16 and whose pattern layout is shown in FIG. 15, 
configured with a common circuit 372 and photodiodes 
arranged on the both sides of the common circuit 372. 50 photo-charge accumulated in the photodiode 342 is trans

ferred to the floating gate of the MOS transistor 365. The 
capacitor 83-1 (CrN) for storing the noise component is 
disconnected from the vertical signal line 349 when the 

In FIG. 17, reference numeral 350 is the V DD terminal; 
345, the FD portion; 363, a reset unit, such as a MOS 
transistor (reset MOS), for resetting the FD portion 345; 364 
and 364', transfer units, such as MOS transistors (transfer 
MOS), for transferring photo-charges from the photodiodes 55 

342 and 342' to the FD portion 345; 365, an amplifier, such 
as a MOS transistor, for amplifying the change in the 
potential at the FD portion 345; and 366, a MOS transistor 
for selection (selection MOS) for selectively outputting a 
signal from the amplifier 365 to the vertical signal line 349. 60 

Further, the scanning lines 354, 351, 352 and 353 are for 
applying potentials for turning on or off the reset MOS 363, 
the selection MOS 366, the transfer MOS 364, and the 
transfer MOS 364', respectively. In the unit cell 374, the 
MOS transistors 363, 364, 364', 365, and 366 configure the 65 

common circuit. Further, in the pattern layout shown in FIG. 
15, the transfer gate 343 corresponds to the gate of the 

signal cpTN becomes low, and the capacitor 83-2 (Crsi) for 
storing a photo-charge signal is connected, in turn, when the 
signal cpT51 is changed to high. Thus, charge accumulated in 
the G photodiode 342, for instance, is stored in the capacitor 
83-2 (Crsi) via the vertical signal line 349. 

Next, in a period T 5 the signal cpL becomes high, and only 
the vertical signal line 349 is reset. Since the signals cpS0 , 

cpT N, <jJT 5 1 , and cpT52 are low, other portions are not reset, and 
their states are preserved. 

Next, the signal cpTXRo applied to the reset line 354 is 
changed to high between periods T 5 and T 6 , and the FD 
portion 345 is reset to the potential V DD· 

In the period T6 , a signal cpTX0 e applied to the RIB pixel 
scanning line 352 is changed to high, and photo-charge 
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accumulated in the RIB photodiode 342' is transferred to the 
floating gate of the MOS transistor 365. At this time, the 
signal cpT52 is changed to high, thus the capacitor 83-3 (Cr52) 
for storing another photo-charge signal is electrically con
nected to the vertical signal line 349, and charge accumu- 5 

lated in the RIB photodiodes 342', for instance, is stored in 
the capacitor 83-3 (Cr52) via the vertical signal line 349. 

Third Embodiment 

Next, the third embodiment of the present invention will 
be explained with reference to accompanying drawings. 

FIG. 19 shows a layout of amplifiers 12 in pixels when 
each amplifier 12 is shared by four (2 rowsx2 columns) 
pixels, according to the third embodiment. 

In the aforesaid manner, charges corresponding to the 
noise component, a first signal, and a second signal are 
respectively stored in the capacitors 83-1, 83-2, and 83-3 
(CrN, Crs1 , Cr52) by each column for a row. 

In FIG. 19, each amplifier 12 is arranged in the center of 
four pixels, and four photoelectric conversion elements 11 

10 (e.g., q11 , q12, q21, q22) are arranged as they surround the 
amplifier 12. 

Further, a light-shield unit 17 is provided for each pixel in 
an area which is symmetry to a portion of the amplifier 12 
occupying the pixel with respect to the center of the pixel. 

15 Therefore, the center of mass of each photoelectric conver
sion element 11 is in the center of each pixel. Accordingly, 
the centers of mass of the photoelectric conversion elements 
11 (q11, q12, q21, q22, q31, q32, q41 , q42) are arranged at a 

Next, in a period T7 , in order to sequentially transfer the 
charges stored in the capacitors 83-1, 83-2, and 83-3 (CTN, 
Crs1 , Cr52) to amplifiers 86-1 to 86-3, respectively, a 
horizontal scanning signal cpHn is changed to high for each 
columns controlled by a horizontal shift register 71, and 
transistors 84-1 to 84-3, provided for each column, are 
turned on; thereby the capacitors 83-1 to 83-3 (CrN, Crs1 , 

Cr52) are connected to the amplifiers 86-1 to 86-3. From the 20 

capacitors 83-1 to 83-3 (CrN, Cr51 , Cr52), the noise com
ponent, the first signal, and the second signal are outputted, 
and from a differential amplifier 87-1, a G component signal 
obtained by subtracting the noise component from the first 

25 
signal is outputted, and an R/B component signal obtained 

same interval, D, both in the row and column directions. 
FIG. 20 shows another layout of amplifiers 12 in pixels 

when each amplifier 12 is arranged at the boundary of four 
pixels arranged in a 2x2 array in the row direction, and the 
four photoelectric conversion elements 11 ( e.g., q11 , q12, q21 , 
q22) are arranged so as to sandwich each amplifier 12. 

In addition, light-shield unit 17 is arranged in three 
peripheral areas, other than the peripheral area where the 
amplifier 12 occupies, of the pixel, as shown in FIG. 20. 
Therefore, the centers of mass of the photoelectric conver
sion elements 11 (q11 , q12, q21, q22, q31 , q32, q41, q42) are 

by subtracting the noise component from the second signal 
is outputted from a differential amplifier 87-2. Note that 
accumulation of photo-charges in the photodiodes is also 
performed during the period T 7 . 

In a case where the signal cpTXRo to be applied to the reset 
line 354 between the period T5 and the period T6 is not 
changed high and reset operation is not performed, photo
charge generated by the RIB photodiodes 342' is transferred 
to the floating gate of the MOS transistor 365 where photo
charge generated by the G photodiode 342 remains; accord
ingly, a signal of the G photodiode 342 and a signal of the 
RIB photodiode 342' are stored in the capacitor 83-3 (Cr52) 
via the vertical signal line 349. Therefore, a noise compo
nent, a signal corresponding to one photodiode (single signal 
component), and a signal corresponding to two photodiodes 
( double signal component) are stored in the capacitors 83-1 
to 83-3 (CTN, Crsi, Cr52). Then, the noise component, the 
single signal component, and the double signal component 
are outputted to the amplifiers 86-1 to 86-3 during the period 
T 7 . Thereafter, the noise component is subtracted from the 
single signal component by the differential amplifier 87-1 
and a G component signal is outputted. Similarly, the noise 
component is subtracted from the double signal component 
by the differential amplifier 87-2 and a G+RIB component 
signal is outputted. 

The signal processing circuit 23, shown in FIG. 1, accord
ing to the second embodiment is explained with reference to 
FIG. 18. 

The G and R/B component signals output from the CMOS 
sensor 22 are converted into luminance (Y) signals and color 
difference (CR, Cs) signals. Note that low frequency com
ponent of the luminance signals are generated using R, G, 
and B signals of at least two adjoining rows. 

Further, high frequency component of the luminance 
signals are generated using high frequency component of G 
signals in at least two adjoining rows. Accordingly, an image 
of high resolution and good color reproduction is obtained. 

According to the second embodiment as described above, 
it is possible to obtain an image sensing apparatus of good 
sensitivity, high resolution, and wide dynamic range. 

30 located at the same interval, D, both in the row and column 
directions. 

35 

40 

The arrangement as shown in FIG. 20 is rotated by 90 
degrees, namely, an arrangement in which row direction and 
column direction are exchanged, is also possible. 

Further, in an arrangement as shown in FIG. 21, G filter, 
which contributes most to resolution, is arranged in the 
upper left pixel and the lower right pixel among four pixels 
configuring a unit cell 30. In the pixel covered by green filter 
(G pixel), a light-shield unit 17 is provided in an area which 
is symmetry to a portion of the amplifier 12, arranged at a 
central portion of the unit cell 30, occupying the pixel with 
respect to the center of the pixel. Therefore, the center of 
mass of the photoelectric conversion element 11 of the G 

45 
pixel is at the center of the G pixel. With this configuration, 
intervals, D, of the photoelectric conversion elements q11 
and q12 of G pixels become the same both in the row and 
column directions. 

Further, a pixel covered by red filter (R pixel) is arranged 

50 
in the upper right pixel in the unit cell 30, and a pixel 
covered by blue filter (B pixel) is arranged in the lower left 
pixel in the unit cell 30. These pixels do not have light-shield 
units, differing from the G pixels; however, since a single R 
pixel and a single B pixel are arranged in each unit cell 30, 

55 
the intervals between adjacent R and B pixels become 
identical, namely 2D. 

60 

FIG. 22 is another layout of amplifiers 12 in pixels. In this 
layout, areas occupied by the amplifier 12 and the light
shield units 17 are reduced in the G pixels. 

[Layout 1] 
FIG. 23 shows a practical pattern layout of four photo

diodes and an amplifier in the CMOS sensor 22 in FIG. 1. 
The CMOS sensor, as shown in FIG. 23, is formed on a 

singlecrystalline silicon substrate based on a layout rule 0.4 
65 µm. Each pixel is a square, 8 µm each side, and a source 

follower amplifier, as the amplifier 12, is shared by four 
pixels arranged in a 2x2 array. Therefore, the size of a unit 
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cell 481, shown by a dash line, is 16 µmx16 µm. A plurality 
of unit cells 481 are arranged in two dimensions. 

18 

Photodiodes 482a, 482b, 482c, and 482d are formed 
diagonally in each pixel, and the shapes of the photodiodes 
482a to 482d are nearly symmetry with respect to the center 5 

of the unit cell 481 as well as symmetry with respect to 
vertical and horizontal lines passing over the center of the 
unit cell 481. Further, the center of mass (CM) of each 
photodiode is designed to be at the same position in each 
pixel. Further, reference numeral 495 denotes a light-shield 10 

wires which shield light incoming toward the photodiodes 
502a to 502d, the center of mass of the light-receiving area 
of each photodiode does not shift, and remains at the center 
of each pixel. 

In layout 2 of the third embodiment, opaque metal wires 
with small resistance are generally used, time constant of the 
lines in the horizontal direction is improved, and a high
speed image sensing apparatus is obtained. 

In the aforesaid layout 1 and layout 2 of the third 
embodiment, the portion under the shield unit is not effec
tively used. It is possible to extend the area of a photodiode, 
as a photoelectric conversion element, under the light-shield 
unit, and make the extended area function as a charge 
accumulation unit. 

unit. 
Reference numeral 488a is a scanning line for controlling 

a transfer gate 483a; 490, a row selection line; and 492, a 
reset line for controlling a gate 493 of a MOS transistor. 

Photo-charges accumulated in the photodiodes 482a to 15 

482d are transferred to a floating diffusion (FD) portion 485 
via transfer gates 483a to 483d, respectively. The size of the 
transfer gates 483a to 483d is L=0.4 µm, W=l.0 µm (Lis a 
channel length and W is a channel width). 

[Layout 3] 
In layout 2 of the third embodiment, since the lines pass 

through the center of each pixel where light-receiving effi
ciency is high, sensitivity of the image sensing apparatus 
may not be good. Accordingly, an improved layout is shown 

The FD portion 485 is connected to the gate 486 of a 
source follower via an aluminum (Al) wire having a width 
of 0.4 µm, and the photo-charge transferred to the FD 
portion 485 modulates the gate voltage of the gate 486. The 
size of the MOS transistor of the gate 486 is L= 0.8 µm, 
W=l.0 µm, and the total capacitance of the FD portion 485 
and the gate 486 is about 5 fF. Since Q=CV, the gate voltage 
of the gate 486 changes by 3.2 volts in response to the 
transference of 105 electrons. 

Current flowing in from a V DD terminal 491 is modulated 
by the MOS transistor of the gate 486, and transferred to a 
vertical signal line 487. Current flowing through the vertical 
signal line 487 is processed by a signal processing circuit 
(not shown) and formed into image information. 

Thereafter, in order to set the potentials of the photodiodes 
482a to 482d, the FD portion 485, and the gate 486 to the 
predetermined potential V DD, the gate 486 of the MOS 
transistor connected to the reset line 482 is opened ( at this 
time, the transfer gates 483a to 483d are also opened), 
thereby the photodiodes 482a to 482d, the FD portion 485, 
and the gate 486 are electrically connected to the V DD 

terminal 491. 
Thereafter, the transfer gates 483a to 483d are closed, 

thereby the accumulation of photo-charges in the photo
diodes 482a to 482d start again. 

In layout 1, the lines 488a to 488d, 490 and 492, passing 
over the unit cell 481 in the horizontal direction, are all 
formed with indium tin oxide, transparent conductor, of 
1500 A thickness. Therefore, areas of the photodiodes 482a 
to 482d under the aforesaid lines can also receive light, and 
the center of mass of each photodiode matches the center of 
mass of light-receiving area of the photodiode. 

According to the Layout 1 in the third embodiment, it is 
possible to provide a CMOS sensor with relatively high area 
ratio and high aperture ratio, in which photodiodes are 
arranged at an equal pitch. 

[Layout 2] 
FIG. 24 shows another practical pattern layout of four 

photodiodes and an amplifier in the CMOS sensor 22. 

20 in FIG. 26 as the layout 3 of the third embodiment. FIG. 26 
is a practical pattern layout of the layout shown in FIG. 20. 

In layout 3 of the third embodiment, transfer gates 523a 
to 523d, the gate 526 of a source follower, and the gate 533 
of a MOS transistor for resetting are formed under scanning 

25 lines 528a to 528d, a row selection line 530, and a reset line 
532; therefore, it is possible to maximize the size and 
aperture of each of photodiodes 522a to 522d. In addition, 
the aperture of each photodiode is at the center of each pixel. 
Further, light-shield units are formed in an area where 

30 horizontal and vertical wires are formed. 
Further, in layout 3 of the third embodiment, the source 

follower, as the amplifier 12 shown in FIG. 20, and the MOS 
transistor for resetting are separately arranged in periphery 
of each photodiode in the row direction, thus, compactly 

35 arranged under wires running in the row direction. 
Further, since there is a large area which is not yet used 

under wires in the upper right pixel, it is possible to add a 
new configuration, such as a smart sensor. 

According to the layout 3 of the third embodiment, the 
40 area and aperture of a photodiode are increased comparing 

to the layout 2, it is possible to provide a high-sensitive 
image sensing apparatus with wide dynamic range. In addi
tion, if the size of each pixel is further reduced and the size 
of the aperture of the photodiode becomes small, e.g., 

45 wavelength of light, each side, the problem such that light 
will not enter the photodiode will not arise. Thus, the layout 
3 would remain as an efficient layout for the future. 

In layout 3 of the third embodiment, the amplifier 12 is 
arranged at the central portion of each unit cell, and the 

50 center of mass of a light-receiving area is designed to match 
the center of mass of a pixel. However, the present invention 
is not limited to this, and the shape of apertures of pixels 
may be arbitrarily designed as long as the shape is identical 
and arranged in a fixed position in every pixel, as shown in 

55 FIG. 27, for instance. 

Referring to FIG. 24, reference numerals 502a to 502b 
denote the photodiodes; 503a to 503d, transfer gates; 505, an 60 

FD portion; 506, the gate of a source follower; 507, a 
vertical signal line; 508a to 508d, scanning lines; 510, a row 
selection line; and 512, a reset line for controlling the gate 
513 of a MOS transistor. 

In other words, by designing the apertures to have the 
same shape and arranged in a predetermined position in each 
pixel, intervals between the centers of mass of light receiv
ing areas become the same. 

[Layout 4] 
FIG. 28 shows a practical pattern layout, corresponding to 

FIG. 21, of four photodiodes and an amplifier in the CMOS 
sensor 22 in FIG. 1. 

In layout 4 of the third embodiment, colors of a color filter 
and positions of the colors are predetermined. Specifically, 
in the four pixels arranged in a 2x2 array, the upper left and 
lower right pixels are covered with green filter ( G pixels) 

In layout 2 of the third embodiment, since three lines out 65 

of lines 508a to 508d, 510, and 512 pass through the central 
portion of each pixel. Therefore, if these lines are metal 
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which contributes most to luminance signals, the upper right 
pixel is covered with red filter (R pixel), and the lower left 
pixel is covered with blue filter (B pixel). 

20 
ment is explained. FIG. 31 is an equivalent circuit of the 
image sensing apparatus including the signal processing 
unit. 

In layout 4, the amplifier 12 and other peripheral circuits 
are arranged so that photodiodes 542a and 542d of the G 5 

pixels have the maximum area and aperture ratio. 

FIG. 32 is a timing chart for operating the image sensing 
apparatus shown in FIG. 31. 

Referring to FIGS. 31 and 32, vertical scanning operation 
is initiated in response to the pulse, which indicates a 
vertical blanking period, of a signal cp V 1 or cp V 2 . First, a 
signal cpTXRo which is applied to a reset line 573 of the first 
row is activated during a horizontal blanking period (i.e., 
when a signal cpHBL is high), and signals for subsequent 

Further, the center of mass of light-receiving area of a G 
pixel matches the center of mass of the G pixel, thus, the 
intervals between the centers of mass of G pixels are equal. 

According to the layout 4 of the third embodiment, it is 10 

possible to provide a high sensitive image sensing apparatus. 
[On-chip Lens and Other Variations] lines are applied in the same manner. Accordingly, all the 

pixels in every row are reset to the reset potential V DD· 
FIG. 29 shows an example when on-chip lens is used in 

the CMOS sensor 22 in FIG. 1. 
Referring to FIG. 29, an on-chip lens 602 is formed on 

each pixel in a unit cell 601. Light incoming from outside of 
the CMOS sensor 22 is collected by the on-chip lens 602 and 
incidents on the aperture 603. Reference numeral 604 
denotes an imaging area where light is gathered by the 
on-chip lens 602. 

By controlling the design and the position of the on-chip 
lens, the position of the imaging area can be set relatively 
freely. 

In each horizontal blanking period, as shown in FIG. 32, 
15 during a period T 11 , a signal cpL becomes high and a 

transistor 561, connected for a vertical signal line 557, is 
turned on and the vertical signal line 557 is reset. Simulta
neously, signals cpTN, cpT51 and cpT52 also become high, and 
transistors 562-1 to 562-3 are turned on. Accordingly wires 

20 in the upstream of transistors for reading signal, 564-1 to 
564-3, and capacitors 563-1 to 563-3 (Crn, Cr51 , Cr52) are 
electrically connected to the vertical signal line 557, and 
reset. Accordingly, residual charges in the capacitors 563-1 
to 563-3, for instance, are removed. 

Thus, when a plurality of pixels share a single amplifier, 25 
if photodiodes, as photoelectric conversion elements, could 
not be arranged at a same interval, image signals as if they 
are obtained by photodiodes which are arranged at a same 
interval can be obtained by controlling the designs and 
positions of on-chip lenses. 30 

Thereafter, in a period Tu, a signal cpTXRo to be applied 
to the reset line 573 is changed to high, and the floating gate, 
which is the gate of the source follower amplifier configured 
with the MOS transistors MsF and MsEL in each unit cell, is 
reset to the voltage V DD· 

Then, in a period T 13, a signal cpRV becomes high and a 
Further, if an image sensing lens used in the image 

sensing apparatus is not telecentric, an incoming angle of 
light which incidents on a sensor chip in the central portion 
is different from an outer portion. Thus, by setting apertures 
of photodiodes in the outer portion of the CMOS sensor at 
different intervals, image signals as if they are obtained by 
photodiodes which are arranged at a same interval can be 
obtained. 

According to the layout 1 to layout 4 of the third embodi
ment, light-shield units which are optical members are 
adjusted to make intervals between light-receiving areas 
identical. With the on-chip lens, the intervals of light receiv
ing areas are made identical virtually by adjusting the 
designs and positions of the on-chip lenses, i.e., other optical 
members. 

It should be noted that a configuration using an optical 
member, such as an on-chip lens, is also applicable to the 
first and second embodiments. 

[Noise Reduction] 
The inventors of the present application also have devel

oped a signal read circuit for reducing noise suitably used in 
an image sensing apparatus having a configuration, as 
described above, in which a plurality of pixels share an 
amplifier. 

FIG. 30 is a circuit diagram of a unit cell of the CMOS 
sensor having any of the aforesaid configurations. 

transistor 560 for grounding, connected to the vertical signal 
line 557, is turned on, and the vertical signal line 557 is 
grounded. Simultaneously, the signal cpT N is changed to high 
in order to connect the capacitor 563-1 (CrN) for storing a 

35 noise component to the vertical signal line 557, and the 
transistor 562-1 is turned on. At this time, a signal cpS0 to be 
applied to a row selection line 574 is high, and current 
corresponding to the potential ( about V DD) at the floating 
gate of the MOS transistor MsF flows from a V DD terminal 

40 to the capacitor 563-1 (CsF) thereby the capacitor 563-1 
(CrN) stores charge corresponding to the noise component. 

Next, in a period Tw a signal cpTX000 applied to the 
odd-column scanning line 571 is changed to high, in turn, a 
transfer gate (MOS transistor M=1 , in this case) for an 

45 odd-number column in an odd-number row is turned on, and 
photo-charge accumulated in the photodiode q11 is trans
ferred to the floating gate of the MOS transistor Msr The 
capacitor 563-1 (CrN) for storing the noise component is 
disconnected from the vertical signal line 557 when the 

50 signal cpTN becomes low, and the capacitor 563-2 (Cr51) for 
storing a photo-charge signal is connected, in turn, when the 
signal cpT51 is changed to high. Thus, charge accumulated in 
the photodiode q11 , for instance, in an odd-number column 
in an odd-number row is stored in the capacitor 563-2 (Cr51) 

55 via the vertical signal line 557. 
Next, in a period T151 the signal cpL becomes high, and 

only the vertical signal line 557 is reset. Since the signals 
cpS0 , cpTN, <jJT51 , and cpT52, are low, other portions are not 
reset, and their states are preserved. 

Next, the signal cpTXRo applied to the reset line 573 is 
changed to high between periods T15 and T16, and the gate 
of the source follower amplifier (i.e., the gate of MOS 
transistor M 5F) is reset to the potential V DD· 

Referring to FIG. 30, references q11 , q12, q21 , and q22 are 
photodiodes as photoelectric conversion elements; M=1 to 
Mrx4 , MOS transistors for transferring photo-charges accu- 60 

mulated in the photodiodes q11 , q12, q21 , and q22 to a floating 
diffusion (FD) portion; MRE5 ; a MOS transistor for resetting 
the FD portion; and MsF and MsEv MOS transistors con
figuring a source follower. The MOS transistor MsEL also 
functions as a selection switch for selecting a photodiode. 

In the period T16, a signal cpTXoeo applied to a scanning 
65 line 572 is changed to high, and photo-charge accumulated 

in the photodiode q12 in an even-number column in an 
odd-number row is transferred to the floating gate of the 

Next, an operation of the image sensing apparatus includ
ing a signal processing circuit according to the third embodi-
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MOS transistor Msp At this time, the signal cpT52 is changed 
to high, and photo-charge accumulated in the photodiode P 12 

is stored in the capacitor 563-3 ( Cr52) via the vertical signal 
line 557, in the similar manner. 

22 
photodiode q21 in the capacitor 563-4 (Cr53). It is effective 
to apply this configuration to a smart sensor using each pixel 
more intelligently. 

In the aforesaid manner, charges corresponding to the 5 

noise component, a first signal, and a second signal are 
respectively stored in the capacitors 563-1, 563-2, and 563-3 
(CrN, Crs1 , Cr52) by each column for a row. 

According to the configuration as explained in the third 
embodiment and the first modification of the third embodi
ment, it is possible to reduce noise caused by variation in 
characteristics of amplifiers each provided for each unit cell. 

Next, in a period T17, in order to sequentially transfer the 
charges stored in the capacitors 563-1 to 563-3 (CrN, Cr51 , 10 

Cr52) to amplifiers 566-1 to 566-3, respectively, a horizontal 
scanning signal cpHn is changed to high for each columns 
controlled by a horizontal shift register 559, and transistors 
564-1 to 564-3, provided for each column, are turned on; 
thereby the capacitors 563-1 to 563-3 (CrN, Cr51 , Cr52) are 15 

connected to the respective amplifiers 566-1 to 566-3. From 
the capacitors 563-1 to 563-3 (CrN, Cr51 , Cr52), the noise 
component, the first signal, and the second signal are out
putted, and from a differential amplifier 567-1, a signal Sl 
obtained by subtracting the noise component from the first 20 

signal is outputted, and a signal S2 obtained by subtracting 
the noise component from the second signal is outputted 
from a differential amplifier 567-2. Note that accumulation 

Second Modification of the Third Embodiment 

Next, a case of operating the image sensing apparatus of 
the second modification of the third embodiment will be 
explained with reference to FIGS. 34 and 35. FIG. 34 is an 
equivalent circuit of an image sensing apparatus including a 
signal processing circuit, and FIG. 35 is a timing chart for 
operating the image sensing apparatus shown in FIG. 34. 

First, during a horizontal blanking period, photo-charges 
accumulated in pixels are transferred and photodiodes are 
reset to an initial state. 

During a period T 211 the vertical signal lines 557 are reset 
by changing a signal cpRv to high to remove residual charges 
on the vertical signal lines 557. At the same time, residual 
charges in the capacitors CrN1 , CrN2 , Cr51 , Crs2 are 
removed by changing signals cpTm, cpTN2 , cpT51 and cpT52 to of photo-charges by the photodiodes are also performed 

during the period T 17. 25 high. 
Further, by changing signals cpTX00e and cpTXoee to high 

instead of the signals cpTX000 and cpTXoeo in the aforesaid 
operation, signals corresponding to photo-charges accumu
lated in the photodiodes q21 and q22 in an even-number row 
are read out and a noise component is subtracted from those 30 

photo-charge signals to obtain the signals Sl and S2. 

During a period T 22, in advance of transferring photo
charges of photodiodes in odd-number columns in a first row 
(q11, q13, ... , q1 (n-l)), the gates of amplifiers (the gates of 
the MOS amplifiers MsF) are reset by changing a signal 
<jJTXRo to high and residual charges in the gates are 
removed. After resetting the gates, reset noise remains. 

First Modification of the Third Embodiment 

Next, another configuration of an image sensing apparatus 
including a signal processing circuit is explained. 

FIG. 33 is an equivalent circuit of the image sensing 
apparatus including the signal processing unit. 

In the modification 1, four capacitors 563-2 to 563-5 
(Crs1 to Cr54) are provided for storing photo-charge signals, 
and different information can be stored in the respective 
capacitors 563-2 to 563-5. More specifically, a signal cor
responding to photo-charge accumulated in the photodiode 
q11 is stored in the capacitor 563-2 ( Cr51), and a signal 
corresponding to photo-charge accumulated in the photo
diode q22 is stored in the capacitor 563-5 (Cr54), for 
instance. Therefore, processes performed in the downstream 
of amplifiers 566 may be operated at a half clock speed to 
achieve the same throughput of the image sensing apparatus 
having the configuration shown in FIG. 31. Accordingly, the 
amplifiers 566, the differential amplifiers 567, and other 
signal processing circuits may be also operated at a half 
clock speed comparing to the configuration shown in FIG. 
31. Thus, required speed of the operating elements is 
decreased, and it is possible to use inexpensive lower 
performance elements to configure the circuit. As a result, 
the cost of the system is reduced. 

Note, the charges to be stored in the capacitors are not 
limited to those respectively corresponding to photo-charges 
accumulated in the respective photodiodes, and added 
charges may be stored by controlling operation of the 
transfer gates and the reset MOS. When the CMOS sensor 
22 has the configuration as shown in FIG. 21, for instance, 
it is possible to store a photo-charge signal of the G 
photodiode q11 in the capacitor 563-2 (Cr51), a photo-charge 
signal of the G photodiode q22 in the capacitor 563-3 (Cr52) 

and a photo-charge signal of the R photodiode q12 and the B 

During a period T 23, the reset noise from the period T 22 

and offset voltages of the amplifiers are transferred to 
capacitors CrNl. The output terminals of the amplifiers are 

35 electrically connected to the vertical signal lines 557 by 
changing a signal cpS0 to high, and a signal cpL is also 
changed to high to turn on MOS transistors 561 for activat
ing the amplifiers. Further, a signal Tm is changed to high 
to electrically connect the capacitors CTNl with the respec-

40 tive vertical signal lines 557. Accordingly, noise is stored in 
the capacitors CrN1 . 

During a period T 241 photo-charges of photodiodes in 
odd-number columns in a first row (q11, q13, ... , q1 (n-l) are 
transferred to the capacitors Cr51 . By changing the signals 

45 cpL, cpT51 , and cpS0 to high, the amplifiers and the capacitors 
Crs1 are electrically connected. 

When a signal cpTX00 becomes high, photo-charge is 
transferred from each photodiode in the odd-number column 
in the first row to the amplifier. With this operation, the 

50 photo-charge is added to the reset noise from the period T 22 

at the gate of the amplifier. This gate voltage is further 
superposed on the offset voltage, and a signal (Sl+Nl) is 
stored in each capacitor Crs1 . 

During the periods T 25 to T 28, photo-charges of photo-
55 diodes in even-number columns in the first row (q12, 

q14, ... , q1J are transferred to the capacitors Cr52 . The 
basic operation is the same as that performed during the 
periods T21 to T24, except a signal cpTX0 e is changed to high 
instead of the signal cpTX00 a signal cpT N 2 is changed to high 

60 instead of the signal cpTm, and a signal cpT52 is changed to 
high instead of the signal cpT51 . 

During a period T 29, residual charges in the vertical signal 
lines 557, the amplifiers, and the transfer MOS are removed, 
thereby transference of reset noise and photo-charge signals 

65 are completed. 
After the aforesaid processes, noise signals Nl and N2, 

and signals (Sl+Nl) and (S2+N2) are stored in the capaci-
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Other Embodiments 

The present invention is not limited to a general CMOS 
sensor as shown in FIG. 41 or 42, and may be applied to an 
image sensor as disclosed in ISSCC98/SESS:ON 11/IMAG
ESENSORS/PAPER FAll.8 pp182, shown in FIG. 38. 

In this case, a configuration of an amplifier shared by e.g., 
four photodiodes, may be the one as shown in FIG. 39. 

tors CrNi, CrN2 , Cr51 , and Crs2 , respectively. These signals 
are outputted via horizontal signal lines in response to 
signals cpHl and cpH2 controlled by a horizontal shift register 
559 during a period T 210 . Then, in a differential amplifier 
Al, the noise signal Nl is subtracted from the signal 5 

(Sl+Nl), thereby a signal Sl is outputted, and in a differ
ential amplifier A2, the noise signal N2 is subtracted from 
the photo-charge signal (S2+N2), thereby a signal S2 is 
outputted. Further, the present invention is not limited to a CMOS 

10 sensor, and applicable to any APS sensors. 
Accordingly, photo-charge signals faithfully correspond

ing to the photo-charges accumulated in the photodiodes q11 

Furthermore, in the first to fourth embodiments, a plural
ity of photoelectric conversion elements are arranged to 
share a single amplifier, forming a unit cell altogether, 
however, the amplifier may be replaced by other unit which 

to q1n in the first row are obtained. Charging operation starts 
when photo-charges are transferred to the gate in the period 
T24 and T28 . 

In the next horizontal blanking period, the same operation 
performed for the first row as described above is repeated for 
the second row. After reading out the photo-charges of 
photodiodes in the second row, the amplifier, shared by four 
pixels, are put into a disconnected state until the next vertical 
blanking period when next operation is performed. 

15 processes signals, outputted from a plurality of photoelectric 
conversion elements. For instance, an ND conversion cir
cuit (U.S. Pat. No. 5,461,425) and a signal processing 
circuit, e.g., an image compressor (Journal of Television 
Society vol. 150, no. 3, pp. 335 to 338, 1995) may be used 

20 in place of the amplifier. 

In order to read out photo-charges by two rows, another 

The present invention is not limited to the above embodi
ments and various changes and modifications can be made 
within the spirit and scope of the present invention. There
fore to apprise the public of the scope of the present 

set of capacitors CrN1, Crsi and Crs2 , and differential 
amplifiers Al and A2 are to be added to the configuration 
shown in FIG. 34. More specifically, in the aforesaid opera
tion, photo-charges are read out by a single row in a 
non-interlace operation, whereas photo-charges of two rows 
are read out in one horizontal period. 

25 invention, the following claims are made. 

FIG. 36 is a timing chart during a vertical blanking period. 
30 

While a single vertical blanking period, the aforesaid 
operation performed during the horizontal blanking period is 
repeated number-of-row times. The vertical shift register 
outputs operation pulses cpTX00, cpTX0 e, cpTXRo, and cpS0 

for each horizontal blanking period for each row. 

As described above, in the second modification of the 
third embodiment, in addition to removing noise due to 
variation in characteristics of amplifiers as described in the 
third embodiment and in the first modification of the third 
embodiment, reset noise is also removed. 

Fourth Embodiment 

Next, the fourth embodiment of the present invention will 
be explained. 

In the fourth embodiment, a case where an additional 
function is added to an amplifier, a common circuit in the 
aforesaid embodiments, shared in a unit cell is explained. 

35 

40 

45 

FIG. 37 shows a configuration of the common circuit with 
50 

the additional function. 

In the downstream of an amplifier 701, memory 702, a 
differential amplifier 703, and a comparator 704 are added. 
The noise, as described in the foregoing embodiments, is 
temporarily stored in the memory 702, a signal (S-N) is 55 
transferred to the positive terminal of the differential ampli
fier 703, and the differential amplifier 703 takes the differ
ence between the noise and the signal (S-N), thereby, a 
signal S, including no noise component, is obtained. The 
signal is transferred to a vertical signal line. Or, depending 60 
upon utilization purpose of the signal, the obtained signal 
can be digitized by the comparator 704. 

What is claimed is: 
1. An image sensing apparatus having a plurality of unit 

cells arranged in two dimensions, each unit cell including a 
plurality of photoelectric conversion elements and a com
mon circuit shared by and arranged between said plurality of 
photoelectric conversion elements included in the same unit 
cell that the common circuit belongs to, 

wherein said common circuit includes at least a transistor, 
signals from said plurality of photoelectric conversion 
elements are coupled to the transistor and processed, 
and the transistor outputs the processed signals to an 
output line, 

wherein a first distance between a center of mass of 
photo-receiving areas of adjoining photoelectric con
version elements included in a given unit cell is sub
stantially equal to a second distance between the center 
of mass of the photo-receiving areas of the adjoining 
photoelectric conversion elements included in different 
unit cells, and a third distance between a center of mass 
of the photo-receiving area of a photoelectric conver
sion element included in the given unit cell and the 
center of mass of the photo-receiving area of the 
adjoining photoelectric conversion element included in 
an adjoining unit cell, 

wherein said common circuit is arranged at the edge of 
each plurality of photoelectric conversion elements 
arranged in a horizontal direction, and 

wherein said unit cell is configured with a plurality of 
pixels each including a photoelectric conversion ele
ment, and contacts between layers of each pixel are 
arranged so that a number of conductors passing over 
each unit cell, as well as one of the contacts which is 
not connected to a conductor passing over the unit cell 
is connected to a light-shield film of the pixel. 

2. An image sensing apparatus having a plurality of unit 
cells arranged in two dimensions, each unit cell including a 
plurality of photoelectric conversion elements and a com
mon circuit shared by and arranged between said plurality of 
photoelectric conversion elements included in the same unit 

Further, by replacing the comparator 704 with an analog
digital (ND) converter, a digital signal can be obtained. The 
digital signal output from the ND converter may be either 
a serial signal or a parallel signal. The circuit may be 
arbitrary changed depending upon utilization purpose. 

65 cell that the common circuit belongs to, 
wherein said common circuit includes at least a transistor, 

signals from said plurality of photoelectric conversion 
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25 

elements are coupled to the transistor and processed, 
and the transistor outputs the processed signals to an 
output line, 

wherein a first distance between a center of mass of 
photo-receiving areas of adjoining photoelectric con- 5 

version elements included in a given unit cell is sub
stantially equal to a second distance between the center 
of mass of the photo-receiving areas of the adjoining 
photoelectric conversion elements included in different 
unit cells, and a third distance between a center of mass 10 

of the photo-receiving area of a photoelectric conver
sion element included in the given unit cell and the 
center of mass of the photo-receiving area of the 
adjoining photoelectric conversion element included in 
an adjoining unit cell, 15 

wherein said common circuit is arranged at the edge of 
each plurality of photoelectric conversion elements 
arranged in a vertical direction, and 

wherein said unit cell is configured with a plurality of 
pixels each including a photoelectric conversion ele- 20 

ment, and contacts between layers of each pixel are 
arranged so that a number of conductors passing over 
each unit cell, as well as one of the contacts which is 
not connected to a conductor passing over the unit cell 
is connected to a light-shield film of the pixel. 25 

3. An image sensing apparatus having a plurality of unit 
cells arranged in two dimensions, each unit cell including a 

26 
plurality of photoelectric conversion elements and a com
mon circuit shared by and arranged between said plurality of 
photoelectric conversion elements included in the same unit 
cell that the common circuit belongs to, 

wherein said common circuit includes at least a transistor, 
signals from said plurality of photoelectric conversion 
elements are coupled to the transistor and processed, 
and the transistor outputs the processed signals to an 
output line, 

wherein a first distance between a center of mass of 
photo-receiving areas of adjoining photoelectric con
version elements included in a given unit cell is sub
stantially equal to a second distance between the center 
of mass of the photo-receiving areas of the adjoining 
photoelectric conversion elements included in different 
unit cells, and a third distance between a center of mass 
of the photo-receiving area of a photoelectric conver
sion element included in the given unit cell and the 
center of mass of the photo-receiving area of the 
adjoining photoelectric conversion element included in 
an adjoining unit cell, and 

wherein said common circuit is digital signal conversion 
means for converting a signal from each of said plu
rality of photoelectric conversion element into a digital 
signal. 

* * * * * 
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CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION 

PATENT NO. : 6,977,684 Bl 
APPLICATION NO. : 09/299874 
DATED : December 20, 2005 
INVENTOR(S) : Seiji Hashimoto et al. 

Page 1 of 2 

It is certified that error appears in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patent is 
hereby corrected as shown below: 

Column 2, 
Line 62, "Fig. 5res" should read -- Figures --. 

Column 4, 
Line 13, "when" should read -- of an --; and 
Line 55, "shows" should read -- show --. 

Column 5, 
Line 14, "and a21 , a42" should read -- and a21 , a12 --. 

Column 6, 
Line 22, "and b3i" should read -- and b31 , --; and 
Line 33, "incidents" should read -- incident --. 

Column 8, 
Line 7, "singlecrystalline" should read -- single crystalline--; and 
Line 42, "Q=CV;" should read -- Q=CV, --. 

Column 9, 
Line 35, "provided-over" should read -- provided over --; and 
Line 42, "of the" should read -- for--. 

Column 10, 
Line 31, "corresponding the" should read -- corresponding to the --. 

Column 11, 
Line 26, "(CTSI" should read -- (CTSI) --; and 
Line 58, "columns" should read -- column --. 

Column 12, 
Line 28, "an" should read -- a --; 
Line 54, "becomes" should read -- become --; and 
Line 67, "singlecrystalline" should read -- single crystalline--. 

Column 13, 
Line 12, "57.96 µM2," should read -- 57.96 µm2, --. 

Column 15, 
Line 17, "columns" should read -- column--. 
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CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION 

PATENT NO. : 6,977,684 Bl 
APPLICATION NO. : 09/299874 
DATED : December 20, 2005 
INVENTOR(S) : Seiji Hashimoto et al. 

Page 2 of 2 

It is certified that error appears in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patent is 
hereby corrected as shown below: 

Column 16, 
Lines 13 and 40, "symmetry" should read -- symmetrical --; and 
Line 64, "singlecrystalline" should read -- single crystalline --. 

Column 17, 
Lines 5 and 6, "symmetry" should read -- symmetrical --. 

Column 20, 
Line 40, "(CsF)" should read -- (Cm),--; and 
Line 56, "period T 151" should read -- period T 15, --. 

Column 21, 
Line 2, "photodiode P12" should read -- photodiode q12 --; and 
Line 12, "columns" should read -- column--. 

Column 22, 
Line 19, "period T 211 " should read -- period T 21 , --; 

Line 41, "period T 241 " should read -- period 24, --; and 
Line 58,"signal <j)TX00" should read -- signal <j)TX00,--. 

Column 26, 
Line 24, "element" should read -- elements --. 

Signed and Sealed this 

Twenty-seventh Day of June, 2006 

JONW.DUDAS 
Director of the United States Patent and Trademark Office 
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(57) ABSTRACT 

To implement a solid-state image pickup element in which 

the peripheral circuit is downsized, there is provided a 

solid-state image pickup element including a plurality of 

pixel blocks each having a plurality of photoelectric con

version elements, a plurality of transfer switches each hav

ing one terminal connected to a corresponding photoelectric 

conversion element, a signal input portion commonly con

nected to the other terminal of each of the plurality of 

transfer switches, and an amplifier connected to the signal 

input portion, and a scanning circuit for outputting a scan

ning clock for each pixel block. 
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IMAGE PICKUP APPARATUS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0002] The present invention relates to a solid-state image 
pickup element for obtaining an image signal and an image 
pickup apparatus using the same and, more particularly, to a 
CMOS compatible XY address amplifier type solid-state 
image pickup element and an image pickup apparatus using 
the same. 

[0003] 2. Related Background Art 

[0004] Conventional solid-state image pickup elements 
have a MOS structure made up of a conductor such as a 
metal capable of performing photoelectric conversion, an 
insulator such as an oxide, and a semiconductor, and are 
classified into an FET type and CCD type depending on the 
photocarrier moving method. Solid-state image pickup ele
ments are used in various fields including a solar battery, 
image camera, copying machine, and facsimile apparatus, 
and are technically being increased in conversion efficiency 
and integration density. One of such solid-state image 
pickup elements is a CMOS process compatible sensor (to 
be referred to as a CMOS sensor hereinafter). Sensors of this 
type are proposed in documents, e.g., IEEE Transactions on 
Electron Device Vol. 41, pp. 452-453, 1994. Another CMOS 
sensor is disclosed in Japanese Laid-Open Patent Applica
tion No. 9-46596 in which the sensor is suitable for down
sizing of pixels and addition/non-addition of a pixel signal 
can be arbitrarily switched. 

[0005] In the prior art, downsizing cannot be effectively 
achieved unless the pitch of a vertical scanning circuit is also 
decreased along with pixel reduction. 

[0006] Further, a scanning circuit for efficiently perform
ing addition/non-addition switching operation has not satis
factorily been examined. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0007] It is an object of the present invention to provide a 
solid-state image pickup element much smaller than a con
ventional solid-state image pickup element. 

[0008] To achieve the above object, according to an aspect 
of the present invention, there is provided a solid-state image 
pickup element comprising a plurality of pixel blocks each 
having a plurality of photoelectric conversion elements, a 
plurality of transfer switches for transferring signals from 
the respective photoelectric conversion elements, and a 
common amplifier for receiving signals from the plurality of 
transfer switches, and a scanning circuit for outputting a 
scanning clock for each pixel block. 

[0009] In this arrangement, the circuit scale of the scan
ning circuit can be reduced, resulting in a small area of the 
solid-state image pickup element. 

[0010] The above and other objects and features of the 
present invention will be apparent from the following 
description in conjunction with the accompanying drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0011] FIG. 1 is a circuit diagram for explaining the first 
embodiment of the present invention; 

1 
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[0012] FIG. 2 is a sectional view showing a pixel accord
ing to the first embodiment of the present invention; 

[0013] FIG. 3 is a first timing chart according to the first 
embodiment of the present invention; 

[0014] FIG. 4 is a second timing chart according to the 
first embodiment of the present invention; 

[0015] FIG. 5 is a circuit diagram for explaining the 
second embodiment of the present invention; 

[0016] FIG. 6 is a circuit diagram for explaining the third 
embodiment of the present invention; 

[0017] FIG. 7 is a circuit diagram for explaining the fourth 
embodiment of the present invention; 

[0018] FIG. 8 is a circuit diagram showing a decoder 
circuit; 

[0019] FIG. 9 is a timing chart showing the operation of 
the decoder circuit; 

[0020] FIG. 10 is a schematic block diagram showing an 
image pickup system according to the present invention; 

[0021] FIG. 11 is a circuit diagram showing an arrange
ment when an arithmetic processing unit is constituted by 
OR and NOR gates; and 

[0022] FIG. 12 is a timing chart showing the operation of 
the arrangement in FIG. 11. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

[0023] Preferred embodiments of the present invention 
will be described in detail below with reference to the 
accompanying drawings. 

[0024] FIG. 1 is a circuit diagram showing the equivalent 
circuit of a solid-state image pickup element according to 
the first embodiment of the present invention. In FIG. 1, 
reference numerals 1-1 and 1-2 denote photoelectric con
version elements such as photodiodes; 5-1 and 5-2, transfer 
switch MOS transistors; 4, a reset MOS transistor; 2, an 
input MOS transistor of a source follower amplifier; 3, a 
vertical selection MOS transistor; 7, a source follower load 
transistor; 8, a dark output transfer MOS transistor; 9, a 
bright output transfer transistor; 10, a dark output accumu
lation capacitor; 11, a bright output accumulation capacitor; 
12-1 and 12-2, horizontal transfer MOS transistors for 
transferring dark and bright outputs, respectively; 13-1 and 
13-2, horizontal output line reset MOS transistors; 14, a 
differential output amplifier; 15, a horizontal scanning cir
cuit; 16, vertical scanning circuits arranged for respective 
pixel blocks; and 17, an arithmetic operation processing unit 
constituted by AND and NAND gates in the first embodi
ment. 

[0025] FIG. 2 is a sectional view of a pixel. In FIG. 2, 
reference numeral 201 denotes a p-type well; 202, a gate 
oxide layer; 203-1 and 203-2, gate electrodes of transfer 
MOS transistors formed from poly-Si or the like; 204, an 
n+-type FD (Floating Diffusion) portion serving as a signal 
input portion; 205-1 and 205-2, photoelectric conversion 
portions. The FD portion 204 is connected to the two 
photoelectric conversion portions 205-1 and 205-2 via the 
transfer MOS transistors 5-1 and 5-2. In FIG. 2, the drains 
of the two transfer MOS transistors 5-1 and 5-2 and the FD 
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portion 204 are shared by each other, thus increasing the 
sensitivity by micropatterning and reduction in the capaci
tance of the FD portion 204. Alternatively, the two transfer 
MOS transistors 5-1 and 5-2 may have their own drains 
which are connected by a metal line to form an FD portion. 

[0026] The operation will be described briefly with refer
ence to the timing chart of FIG. 3. In FIG. 3, Vl and V2 
represent vertical scanning timing clocks sequentially output 
from the vertical scanning circuit 16; RES, an external 
reset clock input to the arithmetic processing unit 17; cpSEL, 
an external vertical selection clock input to the arithmetic 
processing unit 17; and cpTXl and cpTX2, first and second 
external transfer clocks input to the arithmetic processing 
unit 17. 

[0027] The photoelectric conversion element 1 is reset by 
turning on the transfer switch 5 and reset switch 4. After the 
transfer switch 5 is turned off, accumulation operation starts. 
At the end of the accumulation time, AND operation of 
cpSEL and the timing clock Vl from the vertical scanning 
circuit 16 are performed, so that a vertical selection clock 
cpsell goes high at time TO, and then the vertical selection 
MOS transistor 3 is turned on to operate source follower 
amplifiers corresponding to the pixels on the first and second 
lines. Similarly, NAND operation of cpRES and the timing 
clock Vi from the vertical scanning circuit 16 are performed, 
so that a reset clock cpresl goes low, and then the reset of the 
FD portion 204 is stopped, so that the FD portion 204 is 
floated. At time Tl, a clock cpTN goes high, and the dark 
voltage of the FD portion 204 is output to the accumulation 
capacitor CTN 10 by source follower operation. 

[0028] To output photoelectrical conversion outputs from 
the pixels on the first line, AND operation of cpTXl and the 
timing clock Vl from the vertical scanning circuit 16 are 
performed at time T2, so that a transfer cl ock cptxll goes 
high to turn on the transfer MOS transistor 5, and then signal 
charges are transferred to the FD portion 204. With this 
receiving of the charges, the potential of the FD portion 204 
appears to change depending on light. At time T3, a clock 
cpTS goes high, and the voltage of the FD portion 204 is 
output to the accumulation capacitor CTs 11 by source 
follower operation. At this time, dark and bright outputs 
from the pixels on the first line are respectively accumulated 
in the accumulation capacitors CTN 10 and CTs 11. At time 
T4, a horizontal output line reset clock cpHC temporarily 
goes high to reset the horizontal output line. The dark and 
bright outputs from the pixels are output in response to a 
scanning timing signal from the horizontal scanning circuit 
15 during the horizontal transfer period. Then, the differen
tial output amplifier 14 obtains a differential output Vout 
between the two outputs, thereby outputting a signal having 
a high SIN ratio from which random noise and fixed pattern 
noise of pixels are removed. 

[0029] The operation can be easily switched to signal 
read-out of the second line by clock operation using the 
transfer clock cpX2 instead of the external transfer clock 
cpTXl at the same timing in the above-described read 
sequence. 

[0030] The first embodiment realizes sensor read opera
tion by generating a vertical scanning timing signal only 
once while controlling the pixel arrays of the two, first and 
second lines. Thus, the circuit arrangement of the vertical 
scanning circuit can be simplified, the vertical scanning 
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circuit can be reduced along with pixel reduction, and a 
small-size solid-state image pickup element can be imple
mented. 

[0031] In the first embodiment, a pair of circuits for 
generating the reset clock cpres and vertical selection clock 
cpsel necessary for read of each of the first and second lines 
are arranged for and shared by the two, first and second 
lines, thereby also reducing the circuit scale. 

[0032] Addition and read-out of signals from two pixels at 
the FD portion 204 can also be realized by changing only the 
timings of application pulses without changing the circuit 
arrangement of the first embodiment. FIG. 4 is a timing 
chart when signals from two, upper and lower pixels are 
added. The timings of the transfer clocks cptxll and cptx12 
are shifted to each other by one line in FIG. 3 showing the 
non-addition mode, whereas their timings are the same in the 
addition mode. More specifically, to simultaneously read out 
signals from the photoelectric conversion elements 1-1 and 
1-2, the clock cpTN goes high to read out a noise component 
from a vertical output line. Then, the transfer clocks cptxll 
and cptx12 simultaneously go high and low respectively, to 
transfer signals to the FD portion 204. Accordingly, the 
signals from the two, upper and lower photoelectric conver
sion elements 1 can be added by the FD portion 204 at the 
same timing. 

[0033] The first embodiment can easily implement addi
tion function by only changing the timings of the external 
transfer clocks cpTXl and cpTX2. 

[0034] The arithmetic processing unit 17 in the first 
embodiment is made up of AND and NAND gates, but is not 
limited to this. 

[0035] FIG. 11 shows an arrangement of the first embodi
ment when the arithmetic processing unit is made up of OR 
and NOR gates. FIG. 12 is a timing chart showing the 
operation in this arrangement. This arrangement can also 
generate a desired clock by processing the vertical scanning 
timing clock and the clocks cpRES, cpSEL, cpTXl, and cpTX2 
by the arithmetic processing unit. In the pixel layout repre
sented by this arrangement, the number of transistors which 
constitute gates can be more reduced when the arithmetic 
processing unit is made up of OR and NOR gates than when 
it is made up of AND and NAND gates. This can further 
reduce the circuit scale. 

[0036] FIG. 5 is a circuit diagram showing the equivalent 
circuit of a solid-state image pickup element according to 
the second embodiment of the present invention. In the 
second embodiment, four pixels in the Y direction form one 
pixel block, and one vertical scanning circuit 16 is arranged 
for every four pixels. 

[0037] In the second embodiment, sensor read operation 
can be performed by generating a vertical scanning timing 
signal only once while controlling the pixel arrays of the 
four, first to fourth lines. The circuit arrangement of the 
vertical scanning circuit can be more simplified than in the 
first embodiment. The scanning circuit can be reduced along 
with pixel reduction to implement a smaller-size solid-state 
image pickup element. 

[0038] A pair of circuits for generating a reset clock cpres 
and vertical selection clock cpsel are arranged for and shared 
by the four, first to fourth lines, thereby also reducing the 
circuit scale. 
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[0039] Addition and read-out of signals from four pixels in 
the Y direction at an FD portion 204 can also be easily 
realized by changing only the timings of application pulses 
without changing the circuit arrangement of the second 
embodiment. 

[0040] FIG. 6 is a circuit diagram showing the equivalent 
circuit of a solid-state image pickup element according to 
the third embodiment of the present invention. In the third 
embodiment, an arithmetic processing unit 17 is comprised 
of transfer gates 601 and switch MOS transistors 602. 
Reference numeral 603 denotes an inverter which generates 
the inverted signal of a vertical scanning timing clock. 

[0041] The operation of the third embodiment will be 
explained with reference to the timing chart of FIG. 3. 
Similar to the first embodiment, after photoelectric conver
sion elements are reset, accumulation operation starts. At the 
end of the accumulation time, a timing output Vl from a 
vertical scanning circuit 16 goes high to turn on transfer 
gates 601-1 to 601-4. External clocks cpSEL, cpRES, cpTXl, 
and cpTX2 are transferred to pixels via the transfer gates 
601-1 to 601-4, and act as clocks which operate respective 
pixels at the same timings as those described in the first 
embodiment. After signals on the first and second lines are 
read out, the vertical scanning timing clock Vl goes low to 
turn on the switch MOS transistors 602, and the gates of 
vertical selection MOS transistors 3 and those of transfer 
MOS transistors 5 corresponding to the first and second lines 
are fixed to a turn-off potential. The gates of reset MOS 
transistors 4 are fixed to a turn-on potential. 

[0042] The third embodiment also attains the same effects 
as those of the first and second embodiments. In addition, the 
third embodiment can reduce the circuit scale of the arith
metic processing unit 17 much more than the first and 
second embodiments. In the third embodiment, an external 
clock is directly transferred to the gate of a pixel transistor 
via the transfer gate 601. In the first and second embodi
ments, the clock amplitude is uniquely determined by the 
power supply voltage of a logic gate. In the third embodi
ment, the clock amplitude can be freely changed by chang
ing the amplitude of an input external clock. For example, 
the gate voltage when the transfer MOS transistor is OFF is 
set slightly higher than the threshold voltage of the MOS 
during the accumulation period. This setting enables lateral 
overflow draining of discharging to a power source VDD, 
through the transfer MOS transistor and reset MOS transis
tor, excessive charges generated when strong light is inci
dent on a photoelectric conversion element 1. 

[0043] FIG. 7 is a circuit diagram showing the equivalent 
circuit of a solid-state image pickup element according to 
the fourth embodiment of the present invention. In the fourth 
embodiment, a decoder circuit 701 is arranged between an 
external clock input portion and an arithmetic processing 
unit to reduce the number of externally input clocks. 

[0044] FIG. 8 is a circuit diagram showing the decoder 
circuit, and FIG. 9 is a timing chart showing its operation. 
As shown in FIG. 9, an external clock cpTX is distributed to 
any one of cpTXl to cpTX4 in accordance with whether 
decoder clocks cpDECl and cpDEC2 are high or low, thereby 
outputting the selected clock. The output clocks cpTXl to 
cpTX4 and vertical scanning timing clocks are ANDed to 
generate transfer clocks. 

[0045] Compared to the second embodiment, the fourth 
embodiment can reduce the number of external clocks by 
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one by arranging the decoder circuit 701. In the fourth 
embodiment, four pixels in the Y direction form one pixel 
block. For example, when eight pixels form one pixel block, 
the second embodiment requires eight external transfer 
clocks, but the fourth embodiment can realize an operation 
similar to the above-described one by a total of four clocks, 
i.e., one external transfer clock and three decoder clocks. 

[0046] The fourth embodiment can, therefore, obtain new 
effects: the number of external clocks can be reduced, the 
solid-state image pickup element can be easily controlled, 
and the area for laying out clock wires can be reduced. 

[0047] The vertical scanning circuit in each of the first to 
fourth embodiments may be a shift register circuit or 
decoder circuit. The shift register circuit can reduce the 
circuit scale more than the decoder circuit. The decoder 
circuit can freely select the pixel column selection order and 
can realize various signal read-out orders in comparison 
with the shift register circuit. 

[0048] As has been described above, the first to fourth 
embodiments can implement a solid-state image pickup 
element in which the peripheral circuit is downsized, result
ing in low cost by downsizing and high yield, a small-size 
package, a small-size optical system, and a simple external 
control circuit. 

[0049] FIG. 10 is a schematic view showing an image 
pickup apparatus such as a digital camera. As shown in FIG. 
10, image light passing through an optical system 71 and iris 
80 forms an image on a CMOS sensor 72. The optical 
information is converted into an electrical signal by a pixel 
array arranged on the CMOS sensor 72. Noise is removed 
from the electrical signal, and the resultant signal is output. 
The output signal undergoes signal conversion processing 
by a signal processing circuit 73 by a predetermined method, 
and output. The processed signal is recorded by an infor
mation recording device or transferred via a recording and 
communication system 74. The recorded or transferred 
signal is reproduced by a reproducing system 77. The iris 80, 
CMOS sensor 72, and signal processing circuit 73 are 
controlled by a timing control circuit 75, whereas the optical 
system 71, timing control circuit 75, recording and commu
nication system 74, and reproducing system 77 are con
trolled by a system control circuit 76. In this case, the CMOS 
sensor 72 is a solid-state image pickup element described in 
each of the first to fourth embodiments. 

[0050] Many widely different embodiments of the present 
invention may be constructed without departing from the 
spirit and scope of the present invention. It should be 
understood that the present invention is not limited to the 
specific embodiments described in the specification, except 
as defined in the appended claims. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A solid-state image pickup element comprising: 

a plurality of pixel blocks each having a plurality of 
photoelectric conversion elements, a plurality of trans
fer switches for transferring signals from said respec
tive photoelectric conversion elements, and a common 
amplifier for receiving signals from said plurality of 
transfer switches; and 

a scanning circuit for outputting a scanning clock for each 
pixel block. 
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2. An element according to claim 1, wherein said scanning 
circuit includes a shift register. 

3. An element according to claim 1, wherein said scanning 
circuit includes a decoder. 

4. An element according to claim 1, further comprising an 
operation processing circuit for receiving a plurality of 
transfer clocks corresponding to said plurality of transfer 
switches in said pixel block, performing operation process
ing for the scanning clock output from said scanning circuit 
and the plurality of transfer clocks, and supplying processed 
signals as clocks for driving said plurality of transfer 
switches. 

5. An element according to claim 4, further comprising a 
decoder for converting one transfer clock input into a 
plurality of transfer clock inputs corresponding to said 
plurality of transfer switches in said pixel block and input
ting the plurality of transfer clock inputs to said operation 
processing circuit. 

6. An element according to claim 4, wherein said opera
tion processing circuit includes an AND operation process
ing circuit for receiving the scanning clock and the transfer 
clock. 

7. An element according to claim 5, wherein said opera
tion processing circuit includes an AND operation process
ing circuit for receiving the scanning clock and the transfer 
clock. 

8. An element according to claim 4, wherein said opera
tion processing circuit includes an OR operation processing 
circuit for receiving the scanning clock and the transfer 
clock. 

9. An element according to claim 5, wherein said opera
tion processing circuit includes an OR operation processing 
circuit for receiving the scanning clock and the transfer 
clock. 

10. An element according to claim 4, wherein 

when said plurality of transfer switches of said pixel block 
are set as a plurality of first transfer switches, said 
operation processing circuit is formed from a plurality 
of second transfer switches, 

the scanning clock is input to gates of said plurality of 
second transfer switches, and 
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the transfer clock inputs are supplied to said first transfer 
switches via said second transfer switches. 

11. An element according to claim 5, wherein 

when said plurality of transfer switches of said pixel 
blocks are set as a plurality of first transfer switches, 
said operation processing circuit is formed from a 
plurality of second transfer switches, 

the scanning clock is input to gates of said plurality of 
second transfer switches, and 

the transfer clock inputs are supplied to said first transfer 
switches via said second transfer switches. 

12. An element according to claim 1, further comprising: 

a reset switch arranged in each pixel block to reset a signal 
input portion; and 

an operation processing circuit for receiving a reset clock 
input, performing arithmetic processing for the scan
ning clock and the reset clock input, and supplying a 
processed signal as a clock for driving said reset switch. 

13. An element according to claim 1, further comprising: 

a selection switch arranged in each pixel block to select 
said pixel block; and 

an operation processing circuit for receiving a selection 
clock input, performing arithmetic processing for the 
scanning clock and the selection clock input, and 
supplying a processed signal as a clock for driving said 
selection switch. 

14. An image pickup apparatus comprising: 

said solid-state image pickup element defined in claim 1; 

an optical system for forming light into an image on said 
solid-state image pickup element; and 

a signal processing circuit for processing an output signal 
from said solid-state image pickup element. 

* * * * * 
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SOLI.D STATE ll\-1AGING APPARATUS, METHOD FOR DRIVI.NG THE SAME 

AND CAMERA USING THE SAl\fE 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The present invenrion relates to a solid state imaging appa.ratus in which a plurality 

of pho1.ockctric conversion sections are arranged in an array, a method for driving the solid 

st~1h: imag:ng apparntus and a camera using th(;) solid state imaging apparatus. 

F1G. IO is a diagram illustrating ;:i general circuit conftguration for a MOS type 

irnagi: sensor, i.e., a known solid imaging apparatus (e.g., see ::tvL H. \Vhite, D. R Lange, F. 

iO C. Blith;:i and l. A. i'vfoch, "Characterization of Surface Channel CCD Image Arrays at Low 

Light Lc:vcls)', rEEE J. Solid-Srat(:: Circuits, SC-9, pp. 1-13 (1974)). 

As shown in FIG. 10, a photoelectric conversion cell includes a photodiodc (PD) 

section 101, a tran::;fer transistor 113, a reset transistor 122, a pi>;el amplifo:.:r transist.or 123, 

a select tr:rnsis1·or 152, a floating diffusion (FD) section 109, a power supply line, )31 and 

15 ;:in outpur. signal line 138. 

T!:,· PD sect.ion 101 of which the anode is grounded is connectt:d to the drain 0Cth1.: 

transfer tra.nsistor 113 al the cathode. The source of the transfer transistor .l .13 is connected 

10 th~! n:sp1.;;ctive sources of the FD section 109, the gate of the pix~I arnµlifier transistor 

123 Jnd th~ source of the re!.>et tr:rnsist.or 122. The gate of th~ transfer 1r,1nsistor l.13 is 

:in conm:c1ed to a read-our line 134. The reset. transistor 122 which receives ,:i' rese1 signal 137 

Ht t negate includes a drain connected to tht.! drain of the pixel .implitier transistor 123 and 

the power supply l111e 131. The source of the pixel amplifier transistor 123 i.s connec:ted to 

the dr;.iin cif the select transistor 152. The select transistor 152 receives <1 selection sign:il 

SEL ar. tLe gJtc Jnd includes a source conm:cled to the: outpur signal line J 3~. 

Th~: uutput signal line IJS is connected to the source of a lu..1d gc1.1.t~ 125. The gati.:: 

!) ri,: ' ' 
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of the:: load gate 125 is connected to a load gate line 140 thereof and the drain is connected 

ro a source po'-ver supply line J.4 l. 

In this configuration, a predetermined voltage is applied to the load gate line 140 so 

that the load gate 125 becomes a constant current source, and then the transfer transistor 

:i 113 is tt=mporarily turned ON to transfer charge photoelectric-convt::rted .in the PD section 

1 O 1 to th1:: FD section 109. Then, the potential of the PD section .10 I. is detected by the 

pixel amplifier transist.or 123. In this case, by turning the select. transistor 152 ON, signal 

cl1i'Jrg1:: can be detected through the output signal line 138. 

However, in the known solid state apparatus, four transistors 113, 122, .123 and 152 

lO and f.ve lines l3l, 134, 137, 138 and 150 a.re required for 1otal in each photoelectric 

convc•rs1or, cell. Accordingly, the areas of transistor and line sections in a cell are 

increased . .For e:<ample, if a photoelectric conversion c,ell is d1.:signed. a:;sumin,g that the 

are,i of a. photoc!ccrric conversion cell is 4.1 µm x 4.1 µm, with the d~sign rule of 035 µm, 

the i.1pe11ure ratio of the PD section 101 to the photoelectric conversion cell is only about 

J 5 5~•'o Therefore, it is difficult to ensure a sufliciently large area of opening of the PD 

,;t:ction l iJl and also to reduce: the size of the photoelectric conversion cell. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

It is an object of 1:he present invenr.ion to solve the above-described problems and, 

?.O to reduct·. in a FDA (floating diffusion amplifier) system, the size of a. photoelectric 

:~s 

conv,:rsion cell vvhile increasing an aperture area of a photoelectric conversion Sl.:'.ction. 

To achieve the above-described object, the present invenr.ion has been deviced, so 

tha'I ;i configuration in which a transistor and an interconnect can be shared by a plurality 

of photoelectric conversion (PD) sections is used in a solid state imaging apparatus. 

Specifically, a first solid sate imaging app;.irntus includes: a plurality of 

2 
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photoelectric conversion cells each including a plurality of photoelectric sections arranged 

in an array of al kast t,vo rows and two columns; a plurality of floating diffusion sections 

e~ . .:J. being connecred to each of ones of the photoelectric sections which are includ1::d in 

the sa:-n'-' row of each said photoelectric conversion cell via each of a plurality of transfer 

_; transi~t.ors, and being shared by said ones of che photoelectric s~ctions whic.h arc included 

i11 the s::ime row; a plurality of read-out lines each being selectively conn!.;'.cted to at least 

rwo or the tran:,fer transistors; and a plurality of pixel amplifier transislors c:ach detecting 

and outpuning the potential of each said t.he floating diffusion section. fo the apparatus, 

n:spective charges of the photoelectric conversion sections each being connected 10 one of 

: J 1.he read-our lines and being read out by the transfer transistor~; an: read out by different 

tloatir,g d:ffusion sections. 

In the first solid imaging apparatus, each said floating diffusion si.::ction is shared by 

ones of the photoelectric conversion sections included in the samt: row, and furthermore, 

r.:specti vc c.harges of the photoelectric conversion sections each being cannec1<:.:d lo 011e of 

15 the read-our lines and being read out by the transfer transistors are read out by different 

20 

t1oz:t ing diffusion sections. Thus, the number of read-out lines per photoelectric 

conversion cell becomes 0.5. As a result, the aperture ratio of the photoelec1ric conversion 

st·c:ions 10 the photoelectric conversion cell can be increased and also the size of the 

phoioelc·ctric cell c-1n be reduced. 

ln the first solid state imaging apparatus, it is prderable that each ~aid read-out line 

1::; connect.~d to a transfor transisror connected to ones of the phor.oc.•k:ctric conversion 

sections which are included in the same column. Thus, charges of at least two of said ones 

of ths: photoeleclric conversion sections which are included in the s;irm: column ca.n be 

ou1p11T. through a floariog diffusion section, a pixel amplifier transistor and a idgnal line. 

i'vloreover, in the first solid state irm.1ging apparatus, it is preferabk that wherein 

_, 
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each _;aid read-out line is connected to a transfer transistor connected to onc5 of the 

phoLot:'lectric conversion sections which art: included in t.wo ad_ji.lcC::nt. columns, 

respecnve.y Thus, charges of at least two of said ones of the photoelectric conversion 

section~ \,vhich are included in two adjacent columns, respectivdy, can be output through a 

5 floating diffusion section, a pixel amplifier transistor and a signal line. 

JD 

ln the: first solid state .imaging apparatus, it. is preforabh: that each said floa1ing 

diffusion section and each said pixel amplifier transistor are shared by a row which is read 

out by a mmsfer transistor connected to one of the read-out line and another row which is 

adjac<mt to the read-out row. 

lt is preferable that the first solid s, ate imaging apparatus fun:her includes: a signal 

line for outputting a. signal from each said pixel amplifier tran~:istor t.o tht om:side; and a 

sdect trnr,sis1or which is provided between the pixel amplifier transisr.or and the signal line 

tu sek:cLively conduct between the pixel amplifi.:,,-r uansistor and the signal line, Thus, 

charges from one of the photoelectric conversion sections which are included in adjacent 

::-; ro,~ s, respectively, can be detected through a sha.red signal line. 

Iii the first solid start: imaging apparatus, ir is preferable Lhat each said floating 

diffu,;ion section and each said pixel amplifier transistor are shared by photoelectric 

conversion secl'ions which an: adjacent to <::ach utht.:r in r.he row diri:ctior, or in the column 

dircc,lion. Thus, the apenure ratio of the photoelectric cunvt:1 sion sect ions to th,;: 

2U photods:~cr.ric conversion cell can be increased and also tbe size of the photoelec-tric cell can 

lie reductd. 

In the first solid state imaging apparatus, it is preferable that in each said floating 

diffusion section, a reset section for resetting charge stored in the'floaung diffusion section 

i:,; provided. Thus, it is possible to stop, after charge read out from a photoelecrric. 

25 conversion section has been detected by an amplifier, detection of charge by the pi:.:el 

4 
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arnpliiier tran5istor. 

In rhe first solid state imaging apparatus, it is prefc:nible tnat chr.:: photoelectric 

conversion sections are arranged so as to be spaced apaJ1 from one another by a certain 

distance in the row direction or in the column direction, Thus, a high qualiry image can be 

:5 obtained from signals read out from the photoelectric conversion sections. 

lt ;s preferable that the first solid state imaging apparatus further includes a :;i_gna.l 

proGes.sing circuit for processing an output signal from each said pixel amplifier transistor. 

Thus, a high quality image can be obtained. 

In the first solid state imaging apparatus, it 1s preferable that the photoelectric 

1.1 conversion cells are separated from oni;; another by a power supply line which also 

functions as a lighr.•shielding film. Thus, a power supply line can be formed in a differenr, 

interconnecl layer from an interconnect layer in whicb an oui:pur signal l.ine connected to a 

pixel amplifier transistor is formed. Therefore, the size of a photoelectric conversion cell 

c:.i.n b,"' further reduc,ed and also the aperture are.i can be increased 

.'\ method for driving a solid state imaging apparatus according to the present 

invcmion is directed to a method for driving the first solid stale im;,.ging :ipparatus of the 

present invention and includes: a first step of transferring, in each S:'lid photoelectric 

cunvc:rsion cell, by a first read-oul line of the read-out lines, s,gnal charges frcirn one.s of 

the photoelectric conversion sections which are not included in the same row but included 

](, in .wo columns adjacent to each other, respt;:ctively, to ont of the fioaring diffusion 

sections connected to said ones of the photoelectric conversion sections; and a second step 

of transferring, by a second read-out line of the read-out lines, signal charges from ones of 

tlie p;,otoelectric conversion sections which have not been read out in the fast ste:'p to th~: 

same flo;.ll ing diffusion sec,tion connected to sa.id ones of the photockctric conversion 

25 sections as that in the first step. 

s 
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A second solid state imaging apparatus according to the present invention includes: 

a p:urafay of photoelectric conversion cells each including a plurality of photoelectric 

S<.!Ct ions arranged in an array of a.t least two rows; a plurality of floating diffusion sections 

each being connt:cted; via each of a plurality of transfer transistors, to each of ones of the 

5 photoelectric conversion sections '-Vbich are included in adjacent rows; respe.:,tively, and 

which are illcludcd in the same column in each said photoelectric conversion cell, and each 

being ;;h::m:d by s;iid ones of the photoelectric conversion sections; a plurality of read-out 

lim·s each being connected to one of the transfer transiswrs and independt:nt!y reading out 

charge from each of said one:s of the photoelectric conversion sections to each sa.id Jloating 

!O diffu~;ion section shart\d by said ones of the photoelectric conversion sc:ctions; and a 

p:u:'ality or pixei amplifier transistors each detecting and outputting the potc.:ntial of the 

ilo:,ting diffusion section. 

In rhe second solid state apparatus, each said floating diffusion section is connecr.ed 

t.) some or the pluraliry of transfer transiswrs, is shared by ones of the phoroelecrric 

i 5 conver3ion secti.::ins which are included in adjacent rows, respectively, and which are 

included in the saml;!. Furthermore, some of the plurality of r;;:i.id-out lines each 

independemly reading out charge from each of said ones of the photoc:kctric conversion 

sections :.ire connected to each said rransfc:r tr..i.nsistor_ Thus, a row-sd;;ct transistor which 

i:; usually prov;ded is not needed. As a result, the number of i.nn:rconnecrs per 

.W photoelectric conversion section is reduced from 5 to 3.5. Therefore, the area o( the 

photoelectric conversion cell itself can be reduced while increasing the area· of 1.he 

phoroelecrric sections. 

It is preferable that the second solid stale imaging appari.ltus further includes a reset 

tr,wsistar for resett.ing charge stored in each said floating diffu~ion section ,rnd the drain of 

25 the r,~sct transistor is connected to the drain of the pixel amplifier transistor so tha! a drairi 

(, 
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is shared by t.he reset transistor and the pixel amplifier transistor Thus, an inrerconnect 

connec.ting between the drain of the reset. transistor and the drain of the pixel amplifier 

transi.;;tor can be shared. Accordingly, the number of interconnects per the photoelectric 

conversion cell can be further reduced. 

ln the second solid state imaging apparatus, it is preferable that e:.ich said floating. 

diffJsion section is arranged between ones of the photoelectric conversion sections which 

arc adjaccnr. to e.::ich other in the r.ow direction in each said photoelectric cunver::;ion cell. 

Thcs, the area of floating diffusion sections per photoelectric conversion cell can be 

r:::duc-:d. 

ln the second solid sta1.e imaging appar;.itus, it is preferable thJ.t e:1ch said transfer 

trar.si,;tor is made of an IvlIS transistor, and a gate of the MIS trnn:sistor is amu1ged in the 

column direction. Thus, each said the re,id-out line can be also funnion a:-; ,in interconnect 

of :.i transfer transistor, so thar. t.he arc:a of tbe read-out lines c,ccupying the photoclecrric 

cor.vt:rsion cell can be reduced. 

Moreover, in the second solid state imaging apparatus, it is preferable that e:i.ch Si:.lid 

pixel 3mpli tier transistor is arranged between rows which include some of the photoelectric. 

conv1:rsion sections and are adjacent .to each other in each said photoelectric c:onve:-sion 

celi Thus, the area of the pixel amplifier transistor per photodeclric conversion cell can 

be reduced ,vhereas the area of the photoelectric conversion sections c~n be in.:reased. 

2r; Th.:.r<!fon.:, light sensitivity is increased. 

Moreover, in the second solid st.i.te imaging apparatus, it is preferable that each said 

pixel ;Jrnplifier lransistor and each said floating diffusion section are arranged between 

adj;;icent ones or the read out. lin(:;S. Thus, an interconnect. connecting bet ween the pixel 

;1mpliiicr transistor and the floating diflusion section can be shortened, so rhat. the w·cas of 

'J.S 1h(: pixd amplifier transistor and the flvating diffusion section per photoelecrric conversion 

7 

?. ! ~. : . . 
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c:;:ll can b.:: reduced. 

l'vforeover, in the second sol.id state imaging apparatus, it is preferable that each said 

pixel amplifier transistor is arranged between ones of the photoelectric cells which are 

adjacent ro each other in the column direction. Thus, an opening for each said 

5 pr.oiodectric conversion .section can be formed so as to have a large area ~xtcnding in the 

row dirc:clion. Therefore, even if the size of the cell is reducc:d, lighr sensitivity can be 

maintained. 

Moreover, i.n the second solid stare imaging apparatus, it :s preferable 1hat each said 

t.r:msl~.::r 1ransis1or is rnade of an ;\,JJS transistor, and each said pixel amplifier rrnnfrstor is 

1!1 arr;:,ngec between respective gates of the NHS r.ra.nsistor and anorher i\lllS transistor. Thus, 

:rn ~mpty region located in an area of the cell in which a row and ;;i column intersect to 

"'ach other can be utilized. Therefore, the area of the photoelectric conversion sections can 

bt: increased and the area of the photoelectric conversion cell itself can be reduced .. 

:tn the case where the second solid state imaging apparatus includes the reset 

15 transi:-rors, ir is preferable th3t. each said reset transistor is arranged between rows v,1hich 

ir:ciude some of the photoelectric conversion sections and are adjacent to each orher in 

t:ach saici photoelectric conversion cell. Thus, the area of the rese[ transist_ors per 

photodccrric conversion section can be reduced. Therefore, the area of the photoelectric 

cor.v,;r;,;icn sections can be increased and ihe areil of the photoelectric conversi0n cell ir.self 

:rn cm be reduced. 

fvloreover, in the case where the second solid srate imaging apparatus 111cl~des the 

r:'.s,;.:i 1.ransis1ors, it is preferable that each said pixel amplifier rransist.or and the floating 

difli..J_;ion section are arranged between adjacent one~ of th1.:: rr.:ad out lines. Thus, an 

inkr1,;on111:c.t bet'l:veen the floating diffusion section can be omitted and the source of the: 

L' r.;s:t trnnsistor and the f1oa1ing diffusion section can be con1tected 10 ~ach other t..) be 
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shared. Therl'.'.fore, the are.is of the rcser transistors :.md the floating diffusion sections per 

pho:.odec1ric conversion cell can be reduced. 

Moreover. in the case where the second solid state imaging apparatus includes the 

res.::t transistors, it is preferable that each said reset transistor is connec1.t!d to a line 

s arranged between ones of the photoelectric cells which are adja.cent to each other in the 

r:::,;;.; din:·ction. Thus, pitches c,fthe photoelectric sections in row directions can be matd1l!d 

in a si1nple manner, so thar resolution is improvt!d. 

M0rcover, in tht! case where the second solid state imaging npp::mitus includes the 

rs;:set Lransistors, it is preferable that each said rest::t tr;:uisistor ii; ::irranged bet,;i,een ones of 

,u che photoelect:ric conversion cells which are adjacent to each other in the column direction. 

ThLS, a.n opening for each s~1id photoelectric conversion section can be formed so ;is to 

have :.i large area extending in the row direction. Tht.'.refore, even if the size of lhe cell is 

r<.:·ducd, light_sensitivity can be maintained. 

In this case, it is prefenible that each said transfer transistor is mode of an MIS 

15 trnr,sistor, 1nd eac:h said resf:t transistor is arranged between respective: g;;itf: of the MlS 

transistor and another IvlIS transistor. Thus, an empty region located in an area of the cell 

in which 3 row a.nd a column intersect to t::ach other can be utilized. Therefore, the area of 

I ht: photo(·lectric conversion sections can be increased and the area of the photoelectric 

conv(;,'rsion cell ir.self can be r~duced. 

[r, the .second solid state imaging apparatus, it is prefer.:ible rhat each said floating 

diffusion section is arranged betweeu ones of the photoelectric conversion cells which :ne 

::;,dj:icent to each other in the column direction. Thus, the an:a of the tlo,Hing diffusion 

s1:c1.ion:; fJc:r µho1oelectric conversion cell c;:,,n be reduced. 

ln the scc:ond solid state imaging apparatus, it is p1efer;:,,ble that lh~ photoelectric: 

2:i convtrsion sections are arrnnged so as to be spaced apan from one anolhcr by a cenairi 

I) 
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disrnnce in at least on!;'. of the row direction and the column direction. Thus, inclination in 

th-: :e.solution of an image taken can be corrected. Tht:refore, a high quality image can be 

obtained. 

ln 1he case where the second solid state irrrnging apparatus includes the reset 

5 transistors, it is prefer:.ible that the line connecting respectivi: drains of r.hc reset transistor 

::ind the pixd amplifier transistor also fi.mctions as a light-shielding film. Thus, the number 

of inr er connects per photodectric conversion cell can be reduced. Therefore, th:: a_rea of 

the pho10dectric sections can be increased and the area of Lhe photoelectric ~on version cell 

JO 

iu·,eJ f can be reduced. 

It is preferable. that each of the first and second solid stare imaging apparatus 

furth\':r in;::ludes a signal processing circuit for processing an output signal output from 

t:;:;ch said pixel amplifier transistor. Thus, a high resoJution image can be obtained. 

A camera according to the present invention includes thi: first or second solid :;tate 

i m,:ging ::.:ppar:'itus of the present invention. Thus, the camero. of the pres,:nt invention can 

i 5 :ichiev1;; ;, nigh resolution image. 

2.fl 

)~ 
•·-' 

BRIEF IJESCRIPTlON OF THE :ORA WINGS 

FIG . . 1 is i.l circuit dia3rnm illustrating an exemplary photoelectric conversion cell 

in u solid state imaging apparatus according to a first. embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 2 is a tinting chart showing timing for driving the solid star.e imnging 

apparatus of the first embodiment. 

FIG. 3 is a circuit diagram illustrating an exemplary photoelectric conversion c,ell 

111 a solid st;:it.e imaging apparn1us according to a modified -:xample of the f,rs1: 

ernbodi ment. 

F1G. 4 is a .:;in::uit diagram illustrating an. exemplal)' photoelectric conversion cell 

10 
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m a solid state imaging apparatus according to a second embodimi::nt of the present 

invenuon. 

F1G. 5 1s a timing chart showing timing for driving the solid stare 1magmg 

Jpp::ir:1ius of the. second embodiment. 

FlG. 6 is a circuit. diagram illustrating an ~xemplary phoroelectric conv!i.,rsion cell 

in :i. :;olid state imaging apparatus according to a third crobodiment of the present 

FIG. 7 is a t.iming chart showing tirning for driving the solid state imaging 

appa.ratus of the t.hird embodiment. 

FIG. 8 is a plane view schematically illustrating a layout of the phoroelectric 

convt:rsion cell in the solid state imaging apparatus of the third embodimc'.nt. 

FIG. 9 is a table showing the aperture ratio of PD sectio.ns 1.0 ;1 photoelectric 

c-:,r.v(.'rsion cell in each of regions A through E of FIG. 8 where :i transistor and the like arie 

arr:,.n,.,;ed. 

FIG 1.0 is ;::i circuit diagram illustr;iting a photodectric. conversion cdl in a known 

soLd imaging apparatus . 

.DESC1UPTJON OF THE :PREFERRED EMBODlJ\.'lENTS 

(First Embodiment) 

A first ernbodirnent of the present 111vention will be descr.ibed with reference to th1:: 

:iccornpanying dra·wings. 

F:G. l is a circuit diagram illustrating an exemplary photoelectric conversion cell 

m a .solid siat.e imagi11g apparntu.;: according to the first embodiment of the pre5ent 

invention. 

As shown in FIG. 1, for exampk, photoelectri.: conversion (PD) sections l, 2, J 

11 
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and 4 ~:.ich of \Vhich is made of a photodiodt: and convens incident light tu electric ene.rgy 

are arranged in this order in the ro\v direction. Furthermore, PD sections 5, 6, 7 iln·d 8 are 

Mranged in this order in the rnw direction so that the PD section; 5, 6, 7 :md S a.re adjacent 

to the PD sections 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively, in the column din::ction. 

Here, in this application, the row direction m~ans to be t}1e directio11 in which a row 

number increases and th~ column direction means to be the direction in which a ·column 

number increases. 

Between the first and 0°' rows (not shown), a first floating diffusion (FD) St'.ction 9 

for $\Orin; photodi.~c.tric-converted charges from th~ PD sections l ;.ind 5 inciuded in the 

Iu r!r:;t row and PD sections included in the 0th row is provided. Between the second and 

third rows. o. second floating diffusion section 10 for storing photodectr:c-convened 

charges from the PD sections 2 and 6 included in the second row and the PD sections 3 and 

7 i1,clude.:J in the third row is provided so as to be surrounded by t.he PD sections 2, 3, 6 

..ind 7. Between the founh and fifth rows (not shown), a third floating diffusion sect.ion 11 

,5 ror storing photoelectric-converted charges from the PD sections 4 and H included ir. the 

foun:i row and PD sections included in the fifth row is provid,:d. In this mann~r, each of 

the FD sections 9, IO and ll is sh.Jred by four PD sections. 

1n this case, " cell induding lhe PD sections 1, 2, 5 :Jnd 6 :s a fast pholor::kctric. 

cor.v•.'.rsicn cell 91 .:wd a cell including the PD sections 3, 4, 7 and S is a s~cond 

'.'!U ;:ihGtoelecr.ric conversion c.ell 92. 

In the first photodec.tric conversion cell 91, a transfer transisror 13 made of ;in ·N 

~:h;,nnel FET for transferring charge from the PD section 1 Lo the first FD 5(;:ction 9 i:; 

conns:ct.d between the PD section l included in the first row and rhe first FD section 9, 

and ;:i tri.lnsfer transistor 17 made of an N channel FET for transferring ch::irge from rhe PD 

23 section 5 to the first FD section 9 is connected between che PD section 5 and the first FD 

12 
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secr:or. 9. 

1\1urtover, in the first photoelectric conversion cell 91, a transfer tr::.nsisrnr 1-l made 

of an N channel FET for transferring charges from the PD section 2 to the second FD 

s::ctiori IIJ is connected between the PD section 2 included in the second row and the 

5 second FD sec.ti on l 0, and a transfer transistor 18 made of an N channel FET for 

cr::ir1sC:.'·rri.ig charges from ch~! PD section 6 to the second fD section !O is connected 

bc!twt:·en the PD section 6 and the St!cond FD section IO. 

As a characteristic ofr.he first embodiment., tht.'. transfer tra.nsis1or 13 included in 1he 

first ro•.v :ind the:: trarisfrr IT:msistor 14 induded in the second rmv are connected co a first 

lO r1:"aJ-ou1 (READ) line 32 while t:hc transfer transistor 17 included in the first row and the 

tt·ansii::r t;·::rnsistor 1 S included in the second row .:ire connected Jo a second READ line 33. 

1n the second phoroekctric conversion cell 92, a transfer transistor 15 made of an N 

•.::hannel FET for transferring charge from tht:: PD section 3 to tlie second FD section .IO i3 

~onm:cte-.: betwc::en the PD seer.ion 3 included in the third row and the sec:o.nd FD section 

! ::i I 0, and ::i 1.rsnster tr;,msisr.or 19 made of an N channel FET for transferring charge from tht! 

PD st::ction 7 to the second FD section 10 is connected betw1.::e,1 rhi:: PD section 7 .and the 

Sl'Cond FD section I U. 

i\foreovcr, in the second photoelectric conversion cell 92, a transfer transistor 16 

rr,ade or c1n N channel FET for transferring charges from 'the PD section ,i to the third FD 

20 section I l is connected between the PD section 4 included in the founh row and the third 

FD s-::ction ll, and a transfer transistor 20 made of an N channel FET for transferring 

charges from th1.: PD section 8 to the third FD section 11 is connected betwec.n the PD 

'.;ection S ::ind the third FD section 11, 

.. ~tso, in rhis cell, the transfer transistor 15 included in the third row cind rhe tran~frr 

25 uans:stor 16 included in the fourth row are connected to the third READ line 3t1 while th(: 

?, i ;•: 
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trnnsfer rr.:insistor 19 included in the third ro,.v and th~ transfer trnn.sistor 2ll are connected 

to the fourth READ line 35. 

To the first FD section 9, a first reset transistor 21 made of an N channel FET is 

connec.ted. The first reset transistor 21 includes a source connected to the first FD section 

5 9, J drain connected to a photoelectric conversion cell power supply (VDDCELL) line 31 

a.nd a gale c:onnected to a first reset pulse (RSCELL) line 36. Thus, ch;Jrg.: stored in the 

ftrsL FD section 9 is made to flow through the VDDCELL line 31 by a. RSCE.LL signal. 

In the sc1me manner, a second reset transistor 22 made of an N channel FET 1s 

conr1ect•.::d to the second FD ~;cction 10. The St!cond resd transisr.or 22 includes a source 

1u connc:ctcd to the second FD section 10, a drain connected to the VDDCELL line 31 and ::i 

gate .:onnec1ed to a second RSCELL line 37. Note that although not shown in FfG. 1, ;.i 

reser. r.ransistor of the same configuration as that of tbe firsr. rest:.,t transistor 21 or the like is 

provided in the third FD section 11. 

Tl} the first FD see1ion 9 and th1: first reser. rnmsistor 21, a tirst µixel amplifif:!r 

i 5 transistor 23 made of an N channt:I FET is conm:ci:i::d. The fo:;t pi:--el ;;irnplifi-:r transistar 

23 in~ludes a gale connected to the first FD section 9; a drain connected t0 the VDDCELL 

iine 31 and iJ source connecr.ed IO a first output signal (VO) line 38. 

ln tlue same manner, a second pixel amplifier transistor 24 mude ur an N channel 

FET is connected to the: st:cond FD section 10 and the second reset tr,11.sistor 22. The 

w second pixel amplifier transistor 24 includes a gar.e conm::ctt:d tD the second FD section IO, 

a drain connected to the VDDCELL line 31 and a source connected to a second VO line 39. 

Tnc first VO line 38 and the second VO line 39 are connec1ed to not only the pixel 

:i.mplifier tni.nsistor:- 23 and 24, respectively, but also tir.:H. and second lc,z1ci r:ansi~r.ors 25 

and 26, respectively. Each of the first and second load trnnsistor 25 and 2G is made of an N 

:.5 chtnnel tor ,:;on,;tiruring a source follower ,1mplifier. A load g;He (LCCELL) line 411 is 
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connected to each of the gates of the first and second load transi3tors 25 and 26. A source 

po,,;...·er supply (SCLL) llne 41 is connected to each of the respective drains of first and 

second lo:Jd transistors 25 and 26. 

Hereinafter, the operation of the solid state imaging apparatus ha 1:ing the above-

;, dcst.ribcd configuration will be described with reference to the accompanying drawings. 

F1G. 2 is ;:i timing chan showing timing for driving the solid srate imaging 

app:.t.ri.itus of rhe first erubodiment. ln this case, a series of operations is completed in a 

hor:zontai blanking period (= I H). 

Moreover, c1s for the detection order of signal charge.; from lhe PD sections 1 

rn 1hruugh & ::irranged m an array, detection 1s simultaneously carried out in the first and 

second rows 3.nd then detection is simultaneously carric:d out in lhe third arid fourth rows. 

As shown in FIG. 2, iirst, high level volta3e is applied 10 the LGCELL line 40 so 

1ha1 each of 1.he load transistors 25 and 26 becomes a constm,t curri:!nt. 3uurcc., and then 

during :, period in which the potemial of the VDDCELL line 31. is high kvel, <:ach of the 

15 RSCELL lines 36 and 37 is set to be a high level in a pulse state to 1empor:.iri!y turn each of 

the reset 1n,nsistors 2.1 and 22 ON. Thus, each of charges stored in the fir st FD section 9 in 

the first photodec.tric conversion cell 91 and in the second FD sec1.ion 1(1 in the· second 

pnotnelecLric conversion cell 92 is made to flow through the VDDCELL line 31. .In this 

cas~, in c:ich of the pixel amplifier transiswrs 23 and 24, a signal level at the n:set time i.:: 

:w det-::cted, the detected signal leve.l is introdi.:1ced ro a noise cancellation ci1 cuit (not shown) 

-.-ia each of the VO lines 3S and 39. Tht: introduced sign:il level is clamped by the noise 

c;:ir.ci::llat:on circuit 

N-:xt, after e~1ch of the reset transistor 21 and 22 has ba:en t<Jrr11c·d OFF, high level 

volra_;!,e is applied in an pulse slate to the first READ lin(;! 32 to ::imult,rneous:y turn rra.nsfrr 

25 rrnns:sto1s ]] and 1.4 ON. Thus, charge stored in rhe PD ::i:ction 1. ir, 1he first row i:; 

15 

:, ,. :· . ~ . 
. . :., . , .. ": 
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tran.sforrcd 10 the first FD section 9 while charge stored in r.he PD section 2 is transferred r.o 

, nP. ~p,-.r.nd Fn .,P.,.tinn I 0. For char~es transferred to the first FD section 9 and the second 

FD sec.I ion l 0, voltage levels of stored signals are dc::tected in rhe first pi>.'.el amplifier 

transistor 23 and the second pixel amplifier transistor 24, respectively. furthermore, the 

5 dc·tcoed voltage levels are introduced to the noise cancellation circuit via th<..: first VO lin~: 

38 ar,d the second VO line 39, respectively. Thus, sa.mpling of each of the signals is 

pt;rformed by the noise cancellation circuit. By this series of operation~, output· signals 

from whi;;h variations in threshold and noise components havt:' been rerr.oved ,rnd which 

tJfi;: h,:ld by 1he pixel amplifier tnlllsistors 23 and Z4 can be detected. 

!C St.bs.equently, \vhen rhc VDDCELL lint! 31 is turned to be:: in a low lc:vel OFF ;:;tate 

:ma e:.i.ch 01· the RSCELL lines 36 and 37 is temporarily rurm:d ON, each of the respective 

pot-:nti:::ils of 1he FD sections 9 and 10 becomes in r.hc sume OFF level Sl:Jle as that of thi:: 

VDDCELL line 31. Thus, each of the pixel amplifier transistors 23 :md 24 stops its 

opcr;1rion. 

After this, in a vertical line scanning circuit, until each of rb,: tirst KSCELL lines 36 

,:nc 37 and the first READ line 32 are selected, each of the pixd amplifier transistois 23 

:.ino 2.t i~ not operated and thus the vertical line scanning circuit is in a nor..-s;;:lect. state. 

!n cJ subsi::quer1t horizontal blanking period 2H, each of the reser rrnnsistors :Zl and 

22 is temponirily turned ON to reset. ch,nJ,;es of FD sec1ions 9 z1rid 1,). ln rhis case, a;; has 

:rn been di:s-:ribed., in each of the pixel amplifier transistors 23 and 24, ::i signal levt!l at a res1.:t 

1ime is d1::tected, the detected signal levels are introduced to the noise cancellation circuit 

via e:1ch of the VO lines 38 and 39, respectivdy. The introduc~:d signal lev0.ls url' clamped 

by th(· noise canccllar.ion circuit. 

Next, after each of the reset transistor 21 and 22 has bL~t'n turned OFF, high level 

15 vo:t3gi: is applied in an pulse state to the second READ line: 33 to siniu!t;ineo1.,sly turn 

16 

ti l\ 1 .,. I 
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1r:1nsfc.:r tr;msislors 17 and 18 ON. Thus, charge stoned in the .PD section 5 in the firsl row 

is transferred to the first FD section 9 while charge stored in the PD sect.ion G in the second 

fO\.V is transferred to the second FD section 10. 

Thereafter, in the same manner a.s in the first. horizont,tl blanking period lH, for 

5 rcspe,:tivc: charges transferred to the first FD section 9 and the second FD sect-ion 10, 

rn!t:1ge levels of stored signals are detected in the first pixel amplifier transistor 23 and the 

st·c.:ind pi.~el amplifier transistor 24, respectively. Furthermore, The ddect~'.d voltage kvds 

:ire ir.troduccd to I.hi.:: noise cancellation circuit via the first VO line JS and the second VO 

line ~i9, r.:::spectively. Thus, sampling or t.::.-ich of th!:: sigo::.ls is pi.:rforrr.cd by r.he noist 

Iv canct::l;:ition circuir. By this series of operations, output signa1s from wl:icn variations in 

threshold ond noise components have been removed and which ;ife hdd by the pixel 

am;.ilifit:r transistors 23 and .24 can be detected. 

[n this manner. charges detected du1ing the first. horizontal blanking period .I H and 

c.hargcs detected during the second horizontal blanking period 211 are pruc,.;:ssed in signal 

15 processing circuits (not shown), respectively, so that charges photoelectric-convened in 1he 

first ·1.nd ,;econd rows can be detected as an image correspondir1g to actual posirions of th~: 

S1ibsequ£;:ntly, by driving the PD sections in the third and fourth row·s in the same 

m.:inrier as that of driving the PD sections in the first and second fO'-VS, signals can be 

2U derend throughout the array. 

Note that in the first embodiment, the circuit configuraLion and driving met.hod m 

..... ,hich airer every second column, Le., evi::ry odd-numbered column including the PD 

~t:"c.tions J and 2 h:H1e been read out, charges in every evl.!n-nurnb~rt.:d colt.mn includin~ tht.: 

PD s·::ctior.i5 5 and 6 are detected have been described. However, this emhoaim1::11t is not 

.~5 iirr.i1 .::d 1}11:r-:10 liut READ lir,es can be incrt'..:ised 1.0 de1ecl charge in (:Vl:r / 1hiid ;::olumr, :it 

17 

J ' ' 
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the s.irne timing as described above. 

[n rhe solid state imaging apparatus of the first embodimt:nt, as shown in the circuir 

configurntion of FIG. 1, for example, four PD sections share a FD section, a pixel amplifier 

m,nsistor and a reset transistor. Thus, the number of tra.nsisr.ors per photoelectric 

_, conversion cell can be finally reduced from 4 (required in the known solid state imaging 

;.ipp:u:.itus) to 1.5. Tht'. 11umber of interconnect.s can be redu;:;ed from S (r:;;quired in the 

kr,ow;, ::;a:id state imaging apparatus) to 2.5. For example, if :J photodec.tric con.version 

cell is designed, assuming rh~tt the area of a photoelt:!ctric coriv,~rsion cell is 4. I p,m x 4.1 

µin, .,;..,ith di.: design rule of 0.35 µrn, the apenure ratio of PD st:ctions LO the photoelectril~ 

rn conversion cell is ctbout 35%. Therefore, it is possible to reduce rhe cdl ;;iz.es of the 

photoelectric convi:.:rsion cells 91 and 92 and to largely increase the aperture ratio of tht'. PD 

i5 

sc·ction ;:ir. rhc same time, 

In this connection, assume that a configuration in which signal charges frvm two 

photc.dcctric conversion sections included in adjacent rows an: detected by ::1 READ line at 

1he s:.ime timing is applied to the known circuir. configur~1tion. If a phoioelectric 

conversion cell is dt:signed, assuming that the area of a photoekcrric conver::-ion cell is 4.1 

prn x 4 I µ.m, v,·ith the design rule of 0.35 µ.m, the aperture ra1:io of'PD sections is about 

10% 

Moreover. assume that a configurnr.ion in which signal charges from two 

20 pho1oelecc.ric convr.::rsion sections included in adjacent rows ari;· read out by a READ line, 

a11d .1 FD section and a pixel amplifier transistor included in a row which adj:icem 10 an 

u:rn:~d rot.v in a photoelectric conv,~rsion cdl are shared by rv.10 photoel-:ctric sections to 

detect signal charge is applied to the knov-,'n ci.rcui1 configurr11io11. With:, driving method 

,r, which signal charges are simultaneously detected in tht: two phor.oek:cr.ric con'-'ersion 

15 .,cc,ion~, for example, if a photoek:ctric conversion cell is designed, J3St..:ming tlwt rhe area 

Hi 

~; n '.I ;_ • 
: • - •' 4 • -; 
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of a pho:oclec:tric conversion cell is 4.1 µ.rn x 4.1 µm, with the design rule of 0.3 S µm, the 

aperture rario of PD sections is about 1 5%. 

(Modified Example of First Embodiment) 

FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating a circuit configuration of a pho1od1:c1ric conversion 

cell in ;:i solid st~te irnaging app:.u-atus according to a modified exampk of the first 

c.::rnbodirntmr of the present inv1.:ntion. Also, in this modified t::<arnple, each member also 

shown in FIG. 1 is idc·ntificcl by the same reference numeral., and therefore, description 

the, t!:Jf ·.,:i 11 be omiued. 

As shown in FIG. 3, for example, in the first photoekcrric conversion cell 91, th1..: 

first READ line 32 is connt:cled tot.he transfer transistor 13 and the transfer tr:rnsistor 18 

included in adjacent columns, respectively. while the second READ line 33 is connecr.ed to 

1.Le t.-ans:er transistor 14 a.nd the transfer transisror l 7 inclL,do:::d in adjacent columns, 

1;;:sµec:1ively. Thus. even if connec.tions are made with respect t.o the PD S(:ctions 1, 2, 5 

15 and 6 includt:d in two adjacent rows with the first and second READ lines 32 and 3J 

inkrposed between The PD sections l and S and the PD sections 2 and G so that s;gnal 

,~harics from the PD sections which are not included in the same column:;; :i.re tr.:msferred, 

d121rge can be detected at the same r.irning as that shown in FIG. 2. 

For example:, ,vhen the first READ .li11c 32 is r.empor::irily turned ON, signal charge: 

:.w is transferred from tht PD section I to the first FD section 9 vin thC' tran5fer r.ransistor 13, 

cine, Jt rhe same time, signal cha.rg,e is tr;.insferred from the PD section G to the second FD 

section l :J via the transfer trn;1sisror lS. 

·Note that in the: modit"1ed example of thi.:: first c1nbodimem, signal chcJrge5 from two 

of the four PD sections includ1:d in a photoelectric conversion .::ell 91 arc read our during 

;:; the huriz.onr.al blanking period I H. Howev~r, instead or1.his, si,3nol ch;:irgcs from all of tht' 

I:) 

~I ,, • 
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four PD sections may be read out. 

!vforeover, by performing signal processing to signal charges from all of the 

p!totoelecrric conversion cells which have been read out during diff1;rent horizontal 

blank;ng periods, a high quality image with a large number of pi:(els can bt: obtained. 

(Second Embodiment) 

H'"reinafter, a second embodiment of the present invenrion will Di.! described with 

reftrc:nc-.e to r.he accomp,rnying drawiugs. 

FlG. 4 is a diagram illustrating an example of c;rcuit configuration of a 

Ill photcelle!crric corivers1on cell in a solid state imaging appannus according ro a second 

;;:mbodiment of the present invention. In FIG. 4, each member also shown in FIG. l is 

identified by the same reference numeral, and therefore, description r.hereof vvill be omitted. 

15 

First, differences of the solid state im::i.ging apparatus of FIG. 4 from that of the firsl 

;:;rnbodiment shown in FIG. I will be described. 

1n the second embodiment, an configur.ition in which the first and second pixel 

:.imµlifier transistors 23 and :U are connected to the fir.sr. and second output si3nal (VO) 

lines J;,; and 39, respectively, via the first ;:mcl second se!t:ct t.r::insistors 52 and 53 each of 

'.,,h:cr, m:,de of .in N channel FET, respectively, is used. 

To the respective ga1es of rhe first and second select. tnu:sistors 52 and 53, first and 

::o secor1d sdect (SO) lines 50 and 51 to which a switching puls(J is applied ar~ connecred, 

respecti vdy. 

Hcre'.inafler, r.he operation of the solid state imaging apparatus hJving the above

described configuration will be described wir.h reference to the. ;:iccompanying drawings. 

F:G. 5 is a timing chart showing timing for driving the solid state imaging 

::5 app;.:rarus of the second embl:Jdirnc:nt. ln this case, .i series of c,pera1ions is ~-omplcH.:cl in a 
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horizc,ntal blanking period (= 1 H). 

As shown in FIG. 5, first, a predetermined voltage is applied to the LGCELL line 

40 so rhat. each of the load transistors 25 and 26 becomes a constant current source and the 

pokntia1 of r.he VDDCELL line 31 is set to be a high level. Subs~quently, eJch of the 

5 RSCELL lines 36 and 37 is set to be a high level in a pulse sratl.:! to temporarily rnm each of 

the rt:'set transistors 21 ;i.nd 22 ON. Thus, each of charges stored in the first FD sc.ction 9 

and in the second FD section 10 is made to flow through the VDDC'ELL Ii.rte 31. In this 

c:.tS(;, in each of the pixel amplifier transistors 23 and 24, each of the seiect transi~tors 52 

~rnd SJ ha 1, been turned ON in advance_, so that a signal level at ;, reset time is detected, the 

Jr, d:::t•~.cred signal kv.:I is introduced ro a noise cancellation circllit (not sho\l,·n) via ·each of 

1he VO lines 38 and 39. The introduced signal kvd is clamped by the nuise cancellotion 

cin:u:r. 

Ns::xt, alt,~r each of the reset transistor 21 and 22 has been turned OFF, high level 

volr.ag_.:: is applied in an pulse state tor.he first READ line 32 ro simultaneo1:sly turn t.ransfer 

15 trai:sisr:ors 13 a,nd .14 ON. Thus, charge stored in rhe PD section 1 in the first ro\v is 

) -'., 

1raJ1srerr1.:·d to the first FD section 9 while charge stored in the PD sectio11 2 is uansferred to 

tht: s:::cond FD St'Ction HI. Therc.:::iftcr. for charges tn.1.nsforred Lu tht: fii st FD section Y a.nd. 

rhe S.'.cond FD section 10, voltage levels of stored signals an: der.ected in the fir:sr pixel 

amplifii.::r Lmnsistor 23 and rht! second pixel amplifier transistor 24, respectively. 

Subsequently, by changing each of the first c1nd si.;;cond SO lines SU and 51 to a high 

level to ke,.::p the first and second transistors 52 and 53 ON, stored charge s:gnals of rhr.: 

rirs1 pi~:1=! amplifier tr;:insistor 23 and rhe second pixel amplifier t.ransistor 24 :,:ire int,roduced 

10 1.ht:! noise cancellation circuit via the first VO line 38 :ind the second VO line ~\9, 

rcspecriv21y. Thus, sampling of each of the :;ignals is performi::d by the noise cJ.ncellariori 

c1r.:uit. 

11 

F. ~ :i . -: 
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Therc.ifter, each of the .first and second SO lines 50 .ind 51 is ser hack to be a low 

Jevd to turn the first and second select trnnsistors 52 and 53 O.FF, so that. l.:!ach of the pixel 

amplifi\;:r transistors 23 and 24 stops its operation. 

i\frer this, in a vertical line scanning circuit, until each of the first RS CELL l.ines 36 

5 zi.nd 37 :ind the first READ line 32 is selected, each of the pixel ,tmplifier transistors 23 and 

2.-1 is not operated. Thus, the vertical line scanning circuit becomes in a non-select star-.::, 

In a subsequent horizontal blanking period 2H, each of the reset tru.sistors 21 and 

22 is temporarily r.urned ON lo reset charges of the FD s1::ctions ~ and I U. ln this c~sc, a3 

has b.:en described, in each of the pixel amplifier transistors 23 :ind 24, a signal level ar the 

10 rts-;•.t tirne is detected. the detected signal levels are introduced to tht! noi:-:e cancellation 

circuit" via e;:11.:h of the VO lines 38 and 39, respectively. The introduced signal levds ar~ 

clamped by the noise cancellation circuit. 

Ne.'.l.."1, after each of the reset rransistor 21 and 22 has b,t:en turned OFF, high ievd 

·.·olt::ige is applied in an pulse stare IO the second READ line 33 to sirnultam:ously tum 

i:i i:ransfer 1;-,msistors 17 and 18 ON. Thus, charge stored in the PD Sta!ction 5 iri the firsr. row 

is trnns!"ern.::d to rhe first FD section 9 while charge stoi:i:::d in th,: 'PD section 6 in the :H;~cond 

row is tr ansfl'!rred to th(;: :-;e;:cond FD section HJ. 

Tnereafh:r, in the same manner as in the first horizom~d bbnking period LH, for 

ri::sp1;·i.:;tiv~: charges rransfen-ed to the: first. FD section 9 and the Si:!cond FD section .lO, 

20 volt21ge levels of stored signals are detected in the first pix.el amplifier transistor 23 and the 

second pixel amplifit.:r transistor 24, respectively. Fur1hcrmc,re, the stored signals whl)sc~ 

\ 1o!r3ge level have been det:.:cr.cd selectively conducts the first ,u1d stcond VO lines J:S and 

:,9 ;:rnd are introduced to the noise cancellation circuit. Then; s.lmpling of l!ach of thL" 

~ign::ils i;; perfonned by rhe noise cancellation circuit. By this series of opcrmions, output 

25 ~ign:ds from which v:.iriat.ions in thr1::shold and noise co1nponen1s h:.ivc: bet:n i :::.movcc ~,nd 

22 

~I II ' 
~ I I ,, -:: 
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whi.::h are hdd by the pixel amplifier t.ramistors 23 and 24 can b<: detected. 

Thus, \Villi the first and second select transistors 52 and 53 bet.wet"ll the FD _sect.ion 

9 and the first VO line 38 and bi!tween the FD section 10 and the second VO line 39, 

r,:;spectively. Thus, the number of t.ransistors per photoelectric conversion cell is l .75. 

5 tvloreover, th<= number of in1.erconnects is 2.75. Therefori=, it is possible tu reduce the cdl 

sizi:· of each oft.he photoelectric conversion cells 91 and 92 and Jlso to l:Hgely :mprovc the 

apertun: r3tio of PD sections. 

Nuk 1h31 ::ilso in the second embodiment, as in the modified ex:.1111ple of the first 

E·mbodim,:nt, for exar.nple, a configuratior, in which the tran3fer tr.:insi:Stcir lJ u.nd the 

Hi transfer tr::insistor 18 located diagonally to the transfer transistor 13 are connected to the 

firsr READ line 32, and the transfer transistor 14 and the transfer transistor 17 located 

dia.sorw!ly to the transfer transistor 14 are connected to tht: sec,)nd READ Lne 33 may be 

i\fon::ovt::r, in the photoelect(ic conv~rsion cdl 91, .the PD sectio11:s ;1re arrangt:'d i11 

l:i r .... 10 rows and two columns. However, the present invenrion is :10l limired r.:-i~rew, but thi: 

20 

PD s;;:c.ti..::,ri.s may be arranged in rwa rows .:rnd three columm and, fun.her more, may be 

:;.rr:.:.nged in three or more rows and three or more columns. 

(Third Embodiment) 

Hereinafter, a third embodiment of the present invention will be described with 

n:·frr,:nce to rhe c1ccompanying drawings 

FlG. G is a diagram illustrating an example of circuit configuration of a 

photoek:ctric conversion cell in a solid state imaging apparatus JCcording ro a rhird 

•~rnoodirnc.nt of r.hc: present inventiun. In FlG. 6, e;ich memb~r also shown in FIG. t is 

15 ideriti!ied D)' the same reCc:rence numeral, and therefore, description thercofwiil be omitted. 

23 

:''' ~: ' 
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/\s· shown in FJG. 6, in the solid stare imaging appnratu:; of th~ third t::mbodiment, 

first through fourth photoelectric conversion cells 91, 92, 93 and 94 are arranged in a 

matrix. 

For examplt:, the fir~;t photoelectric conversion cell 9 l includ;;s phoioelectric 

5 conversion (PD) sections 1 and 2 arranged in regions which is located in r.he first column 

or ~n array and the first row and which is located in the firsr column of ::rnd rhe second 

rmvs of the am1y, n:spectiv.;!ly. The PD sections 1 a.nd 2 share a first FD sc(tion 9 VJ<> 

transl·cr trnnsistors 13 and 14 each of which is made of an N cha1mel FET, respectively. 

To lhe !irst FD sect.ion 9, the firsi reset transistor 21 made of zin N channe.l FET is 

IO com1~:cted. Th:: first resel tra.nsistor 21 includes a sourct: connected to the first FD section 

9, ::: main connected to the first FD section 9 and a gate connect~d to a firsr RSCELL line 

36. Thus. charge ston:d in the first FD sect.ion 9 is made to flow through a first VDDC£LL 

line 30 by ::i RSCELL signal 

To rhe first FD section 9 and tht: first reset transistor 21, a first pixel amplifier 

!:i trans:stor 23 of an N chc1nncl FET is connected. Th1:: first pixel amplifier transistor madi: 

uf i..tn N channel FET mcludes a gate connccr.ed to the first FD :;1;.:ction 9, ;:. drain connt.::cted 

tu the first VDDCELL line 30 and a source connected to a first. VO line 38. 

In the same rnanner, PD sections 3 and 4 arranged in regions of ;:rn ;Jfrny forming ;;, 

::~cond photoelectric conversion cell 92 which is located in th~: first colurnn arid the third 

;.>.n rO\/ :,nd which is located in the first column and the fourrh row, rcspe;;cLi\:ely, share: '" 

s.:.cond FD sectio11 Hl via transfer transistors 15 and 16, respectively. A second reset 

transistor 22 selccr.ively conducts the second FD 5ection 10 and t.he first VDDCELL line 30. 

rvfon:over, a second pixel amplifier transistor 24 which receivt's Lht: signal potential of the 

second FD section IO at the gate and receive:- the pov,•er supply poc.ential or the firsr 

25 \'D.DCt:LL line 30 c.11 the drain outputs a detected signal corresponding lo ::i 1 e,.(:ived sign:d 

?4 

·' 
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potential to tht: first VO line 38. 

PP sect.ions S and 6 arrangt:d in regions of an array forming a rhird photoelectric 

conversio:1 cell 93 which is located in the second column and 1he first row and which is 

loca1ed in 1.h1:: s;.;:cond column and the second row, respectively, share a ibird FD section 11 

s via trans for rransistors 17 and 18, respeccively. A third reset transistor 61 selectively 

conducts the third FD sec.tion I .I and a second V:DDCELL line J.]. JV{oreover, a third pixel 

ampliih:r t1ar.i~is1or 63 \(1hicl1 receives the signal potential of th(: rhird FD section 11 at the 

g:1h; ,.nd rec.e:ves the powt:r supply potential of the second VDDCE.LL line 31 a.t the drain 

.:.1u1p1..1s a d-.::tccted signnl corresponding t.o a received signal po1enti11l to a second VO line 

lfl ::i9. 

PD sections 7 and & arranged in region,:; of an array forming a fo1.n1b phot.odectric 

conv.:rsion cdi 'J4 which is located in the second column and the 1hird r.::iw and which is 

loc::i.ted in the second column and the fourth row, respectively, share a fourth FD section 12 

via transfer transistors 19 and 20, respectively. A fou1th rescr rransisiur 62 sel·ect.ively 

U .::.or,ducr.;; the fourth FD section 12 and a second VDDCELL line 31. J\t,.::ir,:over, a fourth 

pi>:el amplifier transistor 64 which receives the signal potential oft.lit.: founh FD section 12 

,,... tht, ga1.: :.ind receives the power supply potential of the second VDDCELL Lne 31 at th~ 

drain outputs :i detected sig11c.1l corresponding ro a received signal po\entinl to a second VO 

line 39. 

2G Hereinufter, the operation of the solid state imaging apparutus h:iving the above

de:;;i;rib~d contigurntion will be described with reference to the 3.cc.ompanying drawings. 

F.!G. 7 is a timing chart showing timing for driving the solid sr.ate imaging 

cipi,a: Jtus uf the third embodiment. In this cast\ a :-.~1 ie.s of O?et'a1ioM i:, ,:ompkted .in <1 

horizont;:i1 blanking period l H). 

tv.oreover, as for 1he detection order of signal charg(:S from the PD sections l. 

}.5 
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through IS arranged in an array, der.ection is carried out sequentially from the first ro\v to 

the .,;es::ond row and so on. 

As shown in FIG. 7, first, high level voltage is applied to a LGCELL line 40 so that 

e:.ich of the load tr.insist ors 25 und 26 becomes a. constant current source, and then dtiring a 

5 pE'.riod in which the potential~ of the first VDDCELL line 30 and the VDDCELL linl.:' 31 

arc set w b~ high level, the first RSCELL lint:s 36 is set to be high l.:!vel in ..i pulse stale to 

tc:rnpurarily turn ear,h of tht: r1:set wmsi::;1ors 21 and 61 ON. Tilus, cha.1g.:s stc,rcd in 1he 

tirsr FD sc:c.tion 9 in the first photoelectric conversion cell 91 ,me. in the ihird FD section l) 

in tne third photodecrric conversion cell 93 are made to flow through the::. first VDDCELL 

JO line 30 and the VDDCELL line 31, respectively. In this case, in each of r.he pixel amplifier 

transistors 23 and 63, a signal level at the reset lime is detected, the dcteClc,1 signal level is 

introduced to a noise ca~cell::!tion circuit (not shown) via each Qf the VO lines 38 aBd 39. 

The introduced signal level is damped by the noise cancellation circuit .. 

Nex1, after each of the reset transistor 21 and 61 has bt:en turned OFF, high levrd 

:5 vuhag,~ is ,1ppli1:d in an pulsi.! state tc, the firsr REi\D line 32 lO s;multaneously turn rrnnsfe:r 

tracsistors 13 and l4 ON. Thus, charge stored in the PD section l in the first row is 

1ransrerrd to thi.:: firs, FD section 9 while ch::irge stored in the PD section 5 in the second 

row i;-; transferred to the third FD section U. For charges tram;fcrred to thl! first FD section 

9 a11d the third FD section 11. voltage levels of stored signals are detected in thi: first pi.xel 

.'u nrnrldier transistor 23 <Jnd tht: third pixel amplifit:r transistor 63, respec1ivdy. Funhermore, 

1 he detc:ctcd voltage levds an: introduced t0 1he noise cancell::11 iun circuit v;;:i the first VO 

I ;ne J8 and the second VO line 39, respectively. Thus, sampling of each of th~ signals ;s 

f1-cfl0i mi:J by ,he noise crrnc.::llarion circuit. By this series of' opC':rnrior.s, output signais 

from ·-vhi.:::11 vari:Hions in threshold and noise compo111:nt.s liav1; been re::niovcd and which 

J.j =ire h,·ld by the pixel amplifier transistors 23 and 63 can be derecr..:d. 

26 
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~: I, i: '!. 

Subsequently, when each of the VDDCELL lines 30 and 31 is turned to be in a low 

lcvc.:I OFF state and the first RSCELL line 36 is temporarily turned ON, :::ach · of the 

respective potentials of the FE> sections 9 and 11 becomes in th~ same OFF levd state :1s 

that uf each of the VDDCELL lines 30 and 31 Then, each of the pixel arnpJ;fier 

rransistors 23 and 63 stops its operation. 

Af'ter this, in a venical line scanning circuit, until .::ach oft.ht.:.'. first ~,SCELL· line 36 

,1nd rhe first READ line 32 are selected, each of the pixd amplifo,:r transis1.ors 23 and ,;3 is 

not o;i1::ra:ed. Thus, the vertical line scanning circuit. becomes in a non-s~kct slate. 

ln a subsequent horizcmt.al blanking period 2H, each of r.he reset transi:3tors 21 and 

10 61 ;s rempornrily turned ON to reset charges of the FD section!: 9 and U. ln this case, as 

has bt·en Jescribed. in ea.ch of the pixel amplifier transistors 23 and 63, a signal level at th-! 

rt:s•.:-1 i.irn..: i:; detected, detec.red signal levels arc introduced to the noise cancellation circuil 

v1a e:ich of the VO lines 38 and 39, respecr.ively. The introduced si:~nal lt:vt'.ls are damped 

by th::: nois<:.' cunc-elbtion circuit. 

·i\Jc:n, aft::r c::ich of th~ n:sel transistor :n and Gl has bee turned OFF, high 1evd 

voltage i;:; ::ipplier:l in an pulse state to tht'. second R.Ei\.D line 33 to sirnu!1aneously turn 

transrer transistors IA and 18 ON. Thus, charge stored in the PD section 2 in the first row 

is trans(erred TO the first FD section 9 while charge stored in the PD ;;ection Gin th~ second 

:ov.· is innsforred to the third FD section 11. 

Tm::reaflcr, in the same manner us in the first horizont<.1.l bbnkin5 period IB, for 

respectiv~ charges r.ransferred to the first FD section 9 and tht.: third FD si;;clion ll, voltag!..! 

level;; of stored signals are d!a!tected in the first pixd amplifier 1r:rnsis1or 23 :.:i.nd the third 

pixel amplifier ;r:rnsistor 63. respectively. Furthermore, r.he detectt.:·d von;1g(• levels an;: 

irllrc,aucc.:d 10 The noise cancellation circuit via th..: first VO line 38 and 1h-: St'cond VO lint':' 

25 39, ~espic1ively. Thus, sampling of each of the signals is p~rforir1t.~d by r.he noise 

27 
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cancellation circuit. By this series of operations, output signals from which variations in 

threshold and noise componcnt.s have been removed,and which are hehi by 1he pixel 

ampli{1t:::r transistors D and 63 can be detected 

In 1.his manner, charges detected during the first horizontal blanking period 1 H and 

5 charg::s dett:.'cred during 'the second horizontal blanking period 2H a.re processed in signal 

proce~:;;in::; circuits (not shown), respectively, sot.hat charges phoroelectric-coriver1ed in I.ht 

first and second rows can be detected as an image correspondin,g t.o a.ctual p0s;tions of the: 

charges. Thus, in t.he third embodiment, for example, the po,.ver supply potential:; wnich 

are t.o be ;:ipplied 10 the respective drnins of the first r1::set transistor 21 a.rid the first pixel 

lo 3 mpli fit-r trans1sror 23 ·vary in Ihe same rnanner. Therefore, the known row selection 

tr:rn.si::;tor 152 is nol necessa.rily provided. 

!S 

Subsequently, if the;: PD sections in ihc third and founh rows :ire driven in the same 

manner as that of driving the PD sect.ions in the first and second rows, signals can be 

dctcct-:d 1hroughout 1he array. 

As has bl'.en described, the solid state imaging apparatus of the third embodimenr 

ius, for t".Xample, a configuration in which the two PD section.s J und 2 shr1,-e th.: first FD 

section 9, the first pi~;d amplifier transistor 23 and the first n::sct transi.sT.Or 21. Thus, the 

nu rn b-:r of transistors per photoelectric conversion cell can be finally reduced frorn !.J 

(requ;red in the knO\vn solid siar.e imaging apparatus) to 2. r-foreover, the numbc;-r er 

:w inkrconnecrs can be: reduced from 5 (required in the knovv11 apparatus) to::; 5. Accordingly, 

if ;:: photoelecrric conversion cell is design~d, assuming thar 'the a.rca of ::i photoelcclric 

cor.wrsicn cell is 4. l µm x 4.1 µm, with the design rule of 0.35 !J.m., the c1peiture ratio of 

the PD sections 1 :ind 2 is ;:ibout 30°/~. Therefore, it is possibli.: to ricdiJc, tht' c~-L si,~e er' 

each of 1 he photoelectric conversion cells and also to largely improve the aperture rntio of 

15 the PD SL'.Ction. 

28 
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Note that each of the reset transistors 21, 22, 61 and 62 is made of an N channel 

type ivfOS transistor. However, in each of the reset transistors 21, 22, 61 ::ind 62 made of, 

ins1.;::ad of an N channel type MOS transistor, a P channel type MOS transistor, when low 

Icvd voltage is applied to the first and second RSCELL lines 31, arid 37, each of the re.set 

5 transistors 21, 22, 6J and 62 is turned ON. 

In r.he same rnanner, each of the pixel amplifier uansi:aors 23_, 24, td and 64 is 

made or '.in N channel type MOS transistor. However, in e,,ch of the p'1xd amplifier 

trar,sisror,; .:3, 24, G3 :.ind 64 made o( instead of an N channel type MOS trnnsistor, a P 

.;-.h:::inncl type i\.10S transistor, when low levd voltage is a.ppli-ed to the first and second 

10 VDDVELL lines 30 and 31, each of the pixel amplifier transistors 23, 24, G3 and 64 is 

itn11eJ ON to be in a potential detection period in which signal poti:ntials from 1he 

corresponding FD S\':ciions 9, 10, l1 and 12 are de.1.ect\:,d. 

Her•;:inafter, in the layout in which each of the PD se~tions I, :!, 3, 5, 6 and 7 

:i.rr:.ngd 3S shown in F[G. S, a region of the eel! located between the PD sections 1 and 2 

,,:; is rc.:f,·rre.d to as 3n "A region"; a n:gion of the ct:!11 surrounded by thi::: PD sections I, 2, 5 

:Jna l is r;;!forred to as a '"B n~gion"; a region of the cell located bt.::rween th;; PO sections 5 

a.nd 6 i,:; rdi;rn.:d 10 as a "C region": a region of the cell located between the PD sectiuns 2 

and 6 is referred to as a "D region"; and a region of the cell located between the PD 

sections i ~ind 5 is referred to as an "E region". Tht"!n, by arranging the FD ,;:cctions 9 ,:me 

1.0 11, the pix-.:! amplifier transistors 23 and 63, and the reset transistor,:; 2'J .ind 6 J in regions 

in the cell indicated in the FIG. 9, respectively, rhe apenurc rat;o of the PD sections to rh,! 

photoelectric conversion cell c3n be improved in any case, compared to the known sold 

.,Lale imaging app.1ra1us. Moreover, the of r.he cell can be r~'.duced. 

Furthermore, as also shown in FIG 9, if the FD sectioi,s 9 and l l wt: ;;iirang.:d iri 

.!5 the: .'\ ,.;.n:J C regions, resp1::~tivdy, the ape11.ure of the PD sec;ions can be improv~d ;o b,: 

29 
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abo.Jl. 301% by arranging m parallel the READ lines 32 and 33 for driving the mmsfi;:r 

tur.si,;tors ]3 and .14, respectively. 

i'-1iore:over, as shown in FIG. 9, for example, the apC;!rtun: of the PD sections can be 

improved to be about 30% by arranging the first RSCELL line 36 ?etween the PD sections 

5 2 and 3. 

IC 

i\.'Jorc-over, a,:; shown in FIG. 8, by arranging the PD s:::ctions so as to be sp;,.ced 

;:ir-1:..in. frurn one another by a certain distance at least in one of trw row dir1::ctio11 and the 

column ciiection, inclination u1 the resolution of an imagi:: taken can be corrected. 

Therefore, a high qualir.y image can be obrained. 

Moreover, although not shown in r.he drawings, by using the first VDDCELL line 

JO and ,he se.:.ond VDDCELL line 31 as light-shielding films for separating Lhe 

phot:oel<;tclfic conversion cells from one anorh"°r, the firsl VO line 38 and the $1?.cond VO 

lint 39 can be formed in difft.:rent interconnect layers. Thus, the sizes of the photoelectric 

cor:vcrsion cc)lls 91 .:ind 92 can be rt!duced a.od also the ap~r1.ure are;;. of the PD sections can 

Moreover, with the solid state imaging apparatus of any one of th1; !irst through 

third t:mbodiments,, a camera which is small-sized and provides a high resolution 11m,gi:, 

GJ.Jl be. obt;iinl',d. 

:rn 

!.., ·.:, • • .... , ., -:: 
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WHAT JS CLAIM.ED IS: 

t:\ solid st3te imaging apparatus comprising: 

e1 pluraliry of photoekctric conversion eel.ls each including a plurality of 

phoroelectric sections arranged in an array of at least two rows and two columns: 

a plurnlity of floating diffusion sections each being connected to ~ach or ones of the 

phoioclccrric sections ,vhich as-: includ1::d in t.lit: sarne row (,f ,:uch :'.aid photoelectric 

conversio;1 cell via each of a plurality of transfer transistors, and being shared by said ones 

of tr1e phutoekctric sections which are included in the same row; 

a pluraliiy of read-out lines each being selectively c-.onnected to at least 1.wo or tbe 

!O trar:stcr transistors; and 

zi pluraliry of pixel amplifier transistors each detecting and out.puning the potential 

of each s;.iid the floating·diffosion section 

wherein respective charges of the photoelectric conversion sections e,tch being 

conn,:cleJ to 011e of r.he read-out lines and being re::id our, by rhe transier trunsis1.ors an: read 

J:'i ou1 by differem tloat.ing·diffusion sections. 

, -
- ;J 

2 The solid st.ate imaging apparatus of claim l, wherein each said read-out line is 

cor:n:::cl ed to a transfer transistor connected to ones of the photodectric conversion secLions 

,:.1,h;cn ar~· included in the same column. 

3. The solid stale imaging apparatus of claim 1, wh,=rein t'.ach_said read-01..:t line i:; 

cv1in~·cted to :i tran.,;fer transiiaor connected to ones of the phot.odect.ric conv1:'.r;:;ion section:; 

wh:c:, ~r.: includ1:.:d m two adjaceni columns, respectively. 

~1. The solid sia.1.c 1_maging app;:ir::itus of claim l, wherein each said flo:ning 

.i l 
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diffusion se,.rion and each said pixel amplifier transistor are shared by a row whic.h'is read 

out by :.i. trwsfer transistor connecr.ed to one of the read-out line and another row which is 

;:tdjz.cic'.nr :o lhe re:1d-our row. 

5. The. solid srate imaging apparatus of claim I, further comprising: 

:.i signal line for 0utpuning a signal from each said pixel ;;impEtier transistor to the 

out.:-ide; anri 

a c:elect transistcfr which is provided bet\veen the pixel amplifier transisror and the 

signal line to selectively conduct between the pixel amplifier transistor and the signal line. 

6. The solid srate imaging apparalUs of claim ·1, wherein ea:.:h said floating 

diffu~;ion section and c:ach said pixel amplifier transistor arc sha.red by photaekc1ric 

conv:rsion sections which are adjacent to each other in the row direcLion or in rhe.column 

dir::ction. 

7. The solid state imaging apparatus of claim I, whtrein in each said floating 

diffusion section, a reset Sl!crion for resetting charge stored in the floating diffusion 

scc.tion. 

8. The solid state: imaging appar.:itus of claim 1, wherein 1he: photoekctric 

:::onn:r:,ion sections ;me. arranged so as to be spaced apart from one arn::,1h,~r by a cenain 

dis12nce ;n tbc row direct.ion or in the column dirc:ction. 

9. The solid state imaging apparatus of claim lJ fonher comprisin.s a sign:,! 

25 proc:::ssing circuit for proc1::ssing an output signal from each said pixd amplific.:r transistor. 

32 
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l 0. The solid state imaging appararns of claim 1, ,~herein the photodt:ctric 

conversion cells are s1.::paratcd from one another by a power supply line ,;,1hich al:;o 

fum~tions 3S a light-shielding film. 

1 i. A method for driving~, sulid st::itl.:' imaging apparatus which includes: a plurality 

oC ?hotoclcctric conversion cells each including a plurality of photo'.'.'lectric sections 

arn.rngeJ 111 an array or at least r,vo rows and two columns; a plurality of tloriting diffusion 

secrions each being conncct,:d to each of ones of the photoelectric sections which an: 

Ju includec1 in the Silme ro..;_, of ,:ach said photoelectric conversion cell via each of a plurality 

of' lionsfr1 transistors, ;:.i.nd be:ing sh,m.:d by said ones of the photoelectric sections which 

arc included in the same row; a plurality of read-out lin1:s each being selectively connecred 

to z,t !t.'!ast two of the transfer transistors; and a plurality of pix(:!! :..smplifo.:r transistors each 

dc1 .. :crinb ::ind uu1puning the potential of each said the floating diffusion ~·.ecrion, in which 

15 r~spc::tivl':. chargl!s of th-: photoelectric conversion secrions each being connc.:ct.ed to one of 

1hc read-out lines Jnd being read oul by the transfer transistors are read out by different 

llo;.i1.in:;; diffusion sections and each said read-out Jim:: is connected to a transfer transis1or 

cor:n•.:cti:::d to ones of the photoelectric conversion sections which c1.rc:: includ-;.d in the .;ame 

colJmn, respectively, the met.hod comprising the steps of: 

?O 

25 

;1 tirst step ot" tr:insferring, in \::ach said phoroelectric cori·,·crsion ce]I, by .:i first read-

01.H line of the read-out lines, signal charges from on1;s of the photoekct.ric conversion 

si;;ction5 '.-.:hich 3.re not .i.ncluded in the S3me row bur inc:Judcd in t'-VO column;:; adjaci::nl to 

cJch otn"1., r-:spec.tively, to one of the floati11g diffusion .,;tctior,s .::01,necTE·,1 to said ones of 

:.he p,,or.oelectric conversion section::: .ind 

:J .":l'cond step of 1.ransforring, by a second rec3d-ou1 lir1e :if1he read-out lines, s;gn"d 

.i3 
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chargt:s from ones of the photoelectric convt.!rsion sections which have not been read oct in 

rhe ti: sl ;;tep r,o the same flooring diffusion section connected to. said ones of the 

photo:.::kctric conversion sections as tha.t in the first step. 

12. A solid st;:ite imaging apparatus comprising: 

" plurality of phowdectric conversion cells .:a.ch including a plurality of 

photodec,ri,·. sections arranged in .in array of at lt::ast two rows; 

:; plurality of floating diffusion sections (:.uch being ::onnected. via each of a 

plurality of transfer transistors, to each of ones of the photot!kctric convt:rsion sections 

!(J which ;in: included in adjacent rows, r1:spectively, and which are included ,n the s;Jrm: 

column i., -.:ach said photoelectric conversion cell, and eacb being shared by said om:s of 

the photoelectric conversion sections; 

a plurality of read-om lines each being connected to ont: of the transfer transi.:;tors 

a11d independently reading out charge from e;::ich of said ones ~f the photoelectric 

:5 c0nv1:r;;:011 sections to each said floating diffusion section shared by !;;;iid ones of rhc 

photoelectric convt.:rsion sections; and 

10 

a plurality of pixel amplifa:r transistors each detecting and outputting r.he potential 

of th:.: flo:.iting diffusion section. 

13. Th;;: solid stare imaging appar::.irus of claim 12, r'1lrlhcr cornpnsmg a reset 

transistor for resetting charge stored in each said floating diffusi.:in section 

v.1herein the drJin of r.he reset transistor is connt:ckd to the dra.in or the pi:.::el 

a:11pl1fi\:r transistor so that a drain is shared by thl.! resd tr;;.msi:;tor and th!;'. pix,:! amplifier 
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14. The solid star.t:: imaging apparatus of claim 12, wherein each said floating 

diffusion .:::ecrion is arranged between ones of the photoelectric conversion sections which 

;,ire :.idjact:11l to each otbe'r in the ro,v direction in each said photodectric conversion cdl. 

J 5 Th1: solid state imaging apparatus of claim 12, wherein 1::a.:h said rransfer 

tr:.H.Si:-r0r :s made of an lvflS transistor, and 

wherein a gate of r.he l'vHS transistor is arranged int.he ro'-'I' directior .. 

16. The solid state imaging apparatus of claim 12, wherein each said pixel amplifier 

HJ transistor is arranged between rows which include some of th.: photoelectric conversion 

S,'.ctions and are adjacent ro each other in each said photoelectric conversion cell. 

17. The solid srnti;. imaging apparatus of claim l '.!, wherein e.ach said pixel amplifier 

li::rnsisr,,r and each 5aid floating diffusion section are arranged bet:\.,,een Zidjac1.:·nt ones or 

l 5 tr.e r<.:ad ou1 lines. 

2() 

::5 

18 The solid state imaging apparatus of claim 12, wherein each said pixd amplifier 

rr:ms'.stor is arrangi::d between ones of the: photoelecrric cells which are adjacent to each 

other in the column direction. 

19. The solid state imaging apparatus of claim 13, whc:rein e;ich sJid transfer 

t.ransistor is made of;rn i\tlIS transistor, and 

wn~·rein each said pixel amplifier transistor is arrar1ged betw1::en rt·Spe'ctivc gate:; of 

1he J\.iTS 1r::insistor and another iVHS transisror 

35 
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20. The solid state imaging apparatus of claim 13, wherein e:Jch said reset transistor 

is ::irr:rnged bet.ween rows which inc.lude some of the photoelectric conversion sections and 

:.irn adjacent to each other in each said photoelectric conversion cdl. 

21. The solid srnlc imaging ;1pparntus of claim l3, wht:rein each said pixel .:;mplifii:!r 

t1·a11si.stor "nd the floating diffusion section are arranged betwc::1.;11 adjacent. ones of the read 

oul lir:cs. 

22. The solid state imaging apparatus of claim 13, wherein each said reset trnnsisror 

[CJ i~ connec1ed to a line arranged between ones of the photoelectric cells which a.rc adjacent. 

tu ~ach o:ner in th!! row direction. 

23. The solid state imaging apparatus of claim 13, ,vhercin each scJid reset tr:.111s:sror 

is arr:.ing(·u bc:t ween ones or 1he photoc!ecl.ric conversion cell.s ·.vhich are adjac1:nt .to each 

15 rnh.:r in the column direction. 

24. Jh1;: solid S)::itt: imaging apparatus of claim 23, wherein tioch said transfer 

1r::u:sistor is rnade of an M1S transistor, and 

wntrcin each said reset transistor is arranged between respective gate of the MIS 

20 lransis1or and anocher MIS transistor. 

! 5 

2:5. The solid state imaging apparatus of claim l 2, \vherein e,1cl1 saici floar;n~ 

J;fYu.,ion section is 3rranged between ones of the photoelectric conversion cells which are 

:1djJcc:nr to each other in r.he column direction. 
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26. The solid state imaging apparatus of claim 12, ,,..,herein r.he photoelectric 

convers1011 sections are ·arranged so as to be spaced apart from one anoth1.::r by 3 cenain 

dist:rnce in ar kast one of rhe row direction and the column direction. 

7.7. The solid sta.ie imaging apparatus of cla,m 13, wherein the line connecting 

r.:s~,..:cti-.·e drains of the reset transistor and rhe pixel amplifier tr:1I1si.stor al:;o func.11ons as a 

light.-~hielding film. 

'.28. The solid state imaging apparatus of clairn 12, further compr:sing a signal 

1,, µrocess:n3 circuit for processing an output signal outpur. from each said i:,ixd amplifier 

! r~ risi :-:tur. 

I..\ 

2S A camera comprising a solid srate imaging apparatus, the apparnr.us including: 

c, plur,"ility of photol':'.lectric conv1:rsion cells each including a plurality of 

15 p:1otoekctric sect.ions arranged in an array of at least t\vo rows and two colu,nn~.; 

a plurality of floating diffusion sections eoch being conn~cted to each of ones of th<.:' 

phoroekctric sccti(ins \Yhich are included in tbe same row of each said photodcctric 

..-.or,w,rsion eel I via each of a plurality of transfer transistors, and bcine shared by s:i id ones 

of 1 hl: phutocl.ectric St:cr.ions which are included in the same row; 

a plurality of read-out lines each being selectively conn.:ctt:d to at least two of tht: 

Lransrer t;·ans i stors; and 

a plurality of pixel amplificr transistors each dc.::tecting ;,nd outpunin.~ the potemi,tl 

of c\a;::h s;:iid the floJting diffusion section, 

wherein respective charges of the photoelectric conversion s~ctior1s each being 

25 connected 1.o one of the read-out lines and being read out by t.hc transfer transistors are ri:::ad 
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~ . -:: .... :::: · •-:-. u .1 /t;-; . tVI 1,1 L';.. n : 1 v ~ 1 :r:i1:. 1v1:-.i.:. ur~ r :. 11.: !"I. v1· ;• r 1.,..:. 

od Dy different floating diffusion sect.ions. 

/ 
'i 

30. ;\ cami::rn comprising a solid stare imaging apparatus, the <ipp<1rat.us including: 

a plurality of photoelectric convt::rsion cells each :ncluding :J plurality of 

:5 phoiot.:kctric. sections arranged in an array of at least t.wo rows; 

c1 plurality of floating diffusion sections, each being conn!!Clt:d., via each of a 

plMalit.y of transfer transistors, to each of ones of the photoclccr.ric conversion sections 

1,vhich ~1r-;: included in udjacent rov.1s, respectively, and which a.re included in r.he same 

column in each said photoelectric conversion cell, and eac:h being sh;;ired by said ones of 

iu lh~ photoelectric conversion sections; 

15 

a plurc1lity of read-out iines each being connected to onl; of the tn,nskr transistors 

and independently reading out charge from each of said i:inc:s of the photoelc:ctric 

conversion .,:cctions to each said floating diffusion si.:-ction shared by said ones of the 

pho10ekcl r ic conversion sections; and 

:.i ;:,Iurnlity of pixt;>.l amplifier transistors each det.ecting Bnd our.putting th1.: potenr.ial 

u[th,.; flo:1ting diffusion section. 

-: ,, '. 
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.. ~ - ..,;. 
;: ' t ti..: 

,ABSTRACT Of THE DISCLOSURI: 

A solid stare imaging appa.ratus includes: a plurality of phoroekctric conversion 

cells each including a. pl~rality of photoelectric sections arranged in an array of al least two 

ro~·s and rwo columns; a plurality of floating diffusion sections each being conn~cr.ed 10 

5 t"'.lC.li or onl'S of the phomelectric s«.::crions which are included in the same ro\v of each said 

pho:o:-lec:tri•: conversion:cell via ,~ach of a plurality of transfer tr;insi:aors, ,ind b.;~ing sh3rc:d 

by said on~s of th1: photoelt:ctnc sections; a plurality of read-out lint:s each being 

sdectivdy connected to at le::ist two of lhe transfer transistor:;; a.rid a plurality of pixel 

amp Ii fier tr:msistors each detecting and outputting the potential of each said the floating 

!O diffusion ~ection. Charges .of the phor.oelec.tric conversion sections c::ach oeing connected 

to om:: of the read-cut lin-:s and being refJd uul by ihe rransfer transistors ~,re rc:ad our. by 

diffarc:nt floating diffusion s1:ctions. 

39 
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CARLSON DECLARATION IN SUPPORT OF  

SURREPLY CLAIM CONSTRUCTION BRIEF

CASE NO. 1:16-cv-00290-MN 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF DELAWARE 

GODO KAISHA IP BRIDGE 1, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

OMNIVISION TECHNOLOGIES, INC., 

Defendant. 

Case No. 1:16-cv-00290-MN 

DECLARATION OF ERIK 
CARLSON IN SUPPORT OF 
DEFENDANT OMNIVISION 
TECHNOLOGIES, INC.’S 
SURREPLY CLAIM 
CONSTRUCTION BRIEF 

DECLARATION OF ERIK CARLSON IN SUPPORT OF  
DEFENDANT OMNIVISION TECHNOLOGIES, INC.’S  

SURREPLY CLAIM CONSTRUCTION BRIEF 

App. 0792
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CARLSON DECLARATION IN SUPPORT OF  -1-
SURREPLY CLAIM CONSTRUCTION BRIEF

CASE NO. 1:16-cv-00290-MN 

I, Erik Carlson, declare as follows: 

1. I am an attorney at Wilson Sonsini Goodrich & Rosati, counsel for Defendant 

OmniVision Technologies, Inc. (“OmniVision”) in the above-referenced action. I submit this 

declaration in support of OmniVision’s Surreply Claim Construction Brief. The matters set forth 

herein are based upon my personal knowledge, and, if called as a witness, I could and would 

competently testify thereto. 

2. Attached as Appendix 0660 – 0661 is a true and correct copy of the October 11, 

2018 Declaration of Dr. Jack C Lee, Ph.D. In Support of Defendant OmniVision Technologies, 

Inc.’s Sur-Reply Claim Construction Brief. 

3. Attached as Appendix 0662 – 0722 is a true and correct copy of U.S. Patent No. 

6,977,684 to Hashimoto et al.  

4. Attached as Appendix 0723 – 0737 is a true and correct copy of U.S. Pat. App. 

Pub. No. 2002/0018131 A1 ( Kochi).  

5. Attached as Appendix 0738 – 0740 is a true and correct of the Examiner 

Interview Summary mailed on December 13, 2010 from the file history of U.S. Pat. No. 

8,106,431.  

6. Attached as Appendix 0741 – 0791 is a true and correct copy of the November, 

11, 2003 Application from the file history of U.S. Pat. No. 7,436,010.  

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States of America that the 

foregoing is true and correct. 

Executed at Los Angeles, California on October 12, 2018. 

/s/ Erik Carlson
Erik Carlson  
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